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SUMMARY

This thesis is a mathematical study of several problems involving elastic wave

propagation in inhomogeneous media. In the first few chapters, the problems are

one dimensional and are solved analytically.

The first problem considered is wave propagation in an inhomogeneous bar.

The solution to this problem is in terms of an infinite series. Using the same

solution technique, the one dimensional inversion of a normally incident reflection

seismogram is solved analytically for special cases in chapter 3.

A boundary integral equation method is then adopted for the solution of trvo

dimensional problems. Using similar techniques to those adopted for the one di-

mensional case, an integral equation method can be found for a two dimensional

problem where the inhomogeneity varies in one direction only.

The first two dimensional problem considered is in chapter 4 which involves an

inhomogeneous solid. This solid has an applied stress which causes an elastic rvar,'e

to be propagated. Using the boundary integral equation a solution for the rvave

amplitudes can be found. The following chapter (Chapter 5) develops the method

for a particular case from a different perspective and uses the boundary integral

equation for the scattering of waves in an inhomogeneous bounded medium.

The last two problems involve investigations of surface displacement ampli-

fication of earthquake waves. Using a boundary integral equation method for

anisotropic materials, the problem of harmonic SH \ryaves impinging on a homo-

geneous alluvial valley is numerically solved. The effects of several parameters

were then investigated. Using the same technique as in chapter 4, the case of an

inhomogeneous valley is examined in chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 1

Þ-o-<
INITRODUCTION

1.1 Opening Comments

Our technology is strongly based on the understanding of waves. Commrtnica-

bion, fibre optics and vibration are the most noticeable of the developments. The

need to develop these areas and other areas, such as radar, non-destructive testing

and seismology have provided the impetus for continued study in waves.

To study rvaves, a definition of a tvvave must be attempted and the attempts

of defining waves vary from a flicker of the hand to a progressive vibrational clis-

turbance propagating through a medium. Many of the defin.itions used the term

"disturbance" as a means of indicating the existence of a wave and that it needs a

medium.

This leads to the question "how do we detect a wave in a meclium?". \!'e see

light with our eyes, sound is heard by our ears and seismic waves are felt by our

feet or measured on a seismogram. Excluding light (since it does not ahva¡'s need

a medium to propagate in) these detectors sense a displacement or a stress. Since

stress and displacement are relabed then a wave causes stress or stress causes a wave

but what happens to stress and displacement in the medium due to the wave? That

answer depends on the medium.

Consequently, the study of wave propagation in various media has evolved. A

well known medium is an elastic media. Wave propagation in this medium rvas clis-

cussed at various conferences in the 1950s [õ5] and is summarised by Achenbach['1]'
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In the 1960s, anelastic mediums were investigated [88]. In the 1970s most of the

research was focused on inhomogeneous media (Ben-Menahem & S.Singh[l5]). Cur-

rently anisotropic media is becoming the focus of attention (White[158]).

This thesis continues the study of seismological wave propagation in an inho-

mogeneous elastic medium. The medium has a particular inhomogeneity, in which

a stress induces a \¡/ave to propagate. The effect of the wave displacement and

stress are then investigated by analytical or numeric techniques.

L.2 Previous Research

The effects of waves have been felt since the beginning of mankind. These effects

have encouraged people to study waves and this has continued for centuries. Ilany

famous mathematicians have studied wave propagation. The names of Cauchl',

Poisson, Green and Stokes are a few that feature from previous centuries. The

introduction to Love's book [93], "The mathematical theory of elasticity" gives a

good historic outline of the study of wave propagation.

An important era in the wave propagation field was 1880 to 1910 where authors

like Lord Rayleigh, H Lamb and A.H. Love discovered specific wave propagation

effects. In this era Lord Rayleigh wrote a book called "Theory of sound" [115],

which was a significant contribution, while H.Lamb [89] wrote a major paper in

1904 on earth tremors.

After such an era, the study of wave propagation was studied in specific cate-

gories, each for a particular purpose. In the category of seismology, the tu'o major

needs for investigating wave propagation !¡r'ere, prospecting techniques and accu-

rate information of the earthquake phenomena. The background to these ,r"".1,

are distinct but similar. The previous research shall continue by first investigating
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geophysical prospecting techniques and then earthquake phenomena.

Geophysical prospecting is ihe finding of subground formations. This is usu-

ally done for the search of crude oil. The method uses a source on the surface

which induces disturbances causing r¡¡aves to propagate in the earth. The geolog-

ical structures reflect, dissipate and refract the waves which propagate in many

directions, some of these waves reach the earth's surface and incite a displacement

on the surface which is recorded on various instruments. The geological structures

which cause scattering are the earth's layers, mantle, alluvial valleys, mounta,ins.

etc. Knowledge of wave propagation has become important in this field in order to

find the geological structures from surface disturbances'

An early study of waves through layered medium was written by Stokes[138] rvho

studied light passing through a stack of plate glass. Later Howes[75] tried to moclel

seismic rù/aves through the earth with layers. This lead to using reflected tvvaves as

interpreting the structure which was shown by Hagadoon [67] to be effective, and in

1956, Hewitt-Dix[58] extended this to be able to find seismic wave velocities of the

layers in the earth. The common method in this period was the x2- t2 plot to find

the earth's layers by reflection but the use of amplitudes was rarely used. The use

of amplitudes was eventuaily developed (O'Doherty & Anstey[lOa]) with better

wave models until today, where ne'dv processing techniques with computers and

better numeric techniques are being used. A good summary of these techtriclues

are presented by Berkhout[22]. A comparison of computing methods and rvave

propagation models are presented by Young, Monash & Tuppening [162]'

The problem of processing three dimensional data is difficult, so some prospec-

tors use a line source which is also the same line where the measurement of stress

or displacement are made. This causes the wave propagation to be similar to \\'ave

propagation in a bar. For this ideal case reduces the three dimensional problem to
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the one dimensional problem of normal inversion. The normal inversion problem

has many analytical solutions. An early solution involved the WKB method [31].

Other methods are outlined in a paper by Newton[l03]. The major problems with

one dimensional normal inversion are that an inhomogeneity is not normally one

dimensional, the angle of reflection is not used, the scattering of the waves due to

inhomogeneities is not taken into accounted and anisotropy cannot be modelled by

it. Usually normal inversion is compared with a wave propagating in a rod which

has been studied for an inhomogeneous rod by authors such as Eason [60] and for

rods with a varying cross-section [46]. Chapter 2 is an extension of these papers.

The case of normal inversion with a one dimensional inhomogeneity is considered

in Chapter 3.

The problems that one dimensional modelling cannot handle, are usually looked

at in the two dimensional case. The effects of layers diverging tñ/aves is considered by

Newman[1O2]. The scattering of waves by a two dimensional object has been stud-

ied by many authors. An early method used nodal solutions such as Pekeris[106],

[107] and Pierce[110], but Sharma[132] used singular integral equations and reduced

the problem to a one dimensional Fredholm equations. Banaugh & Goldsmithlg]

developed a boundary integral method for a homogeneous material with an ar-

bitrary shape. Trifunac[144] used a Bessel series to investigate scattering from a

circular alluvial valley.

The effect of scattering from a two dimensional body in a inhomogeneous

medium is not well studied. Sutton[140] studied waves propagating in a la¡'ered

material where there is a lateral velocity variation in the layers. Chapters 4 and 5

continue the investigation into two dimensional inhomogeneities by looking at sur-

face displacements in inhomogeneous materials, and in Chapter 5, the scatteririg

off a rigid square object.
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The study of three dimensional prospecting is a harder problem but a few

authors such as Hilterman[72] have looked at this problem.

The study of earthquake phenomena is the study of the mechanisms of earth-

quakes and where the damage of earthquakes is likely to be. A lot of reports of dam-

age has been written about earthquakes and even some novels such as Tazieff[143]

give good accounts of earthquakes such as the report by Tazieff himself as he re-

ported a man had seen a r¡/ave propagate across a concrete slab and after the

earthquake not a single crack was found in the slab. The localisation of the de-

struction due to earthquakes r¡/as reported by Hudson[76] and Boore[27], in certain

articles on the particular earth properties, which seem to lead to greater destruction

in certain areas.

An early maihematical approach to wave propagation of waves caused by earth-

quakes was by H. Lamb [90] in 1904. In his paper titled "On the propagation of

tremors over the surface of an elastic solid", he considered ',he surface displace-

ments at a distant point which rv!¡ere a result of the application of an impulse along

vertical or horizontal line on the surface. He demonstrated mathematically that

the displacement showed a sequence of pulses which \'/ere a P-pulse, S-pulse and a

Rayleigh-pulse.

Other papers followed this example of a disturbance on a semi-infinite elastic

medium are Lapwood [91], who looked at the shape of the waves arriving at a point

receiver, Johnson [82] who developed a Green's function for Lamb's problem. and

Richards [122] who used a Green's function to investigate the diffraction of rvaves

off crack tips.

With the development of numerical methods, the development of \'/ave prop-

agation models with computers also developed. Smith [137] used finite elements
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method, Vireux [153] used finite difference and Kleinman & Roach [86j used bound-

ary integral equations for wave propagation problems. These like many other au-

thors used their results to explain features on seismograms.

In these numerical models, some of the characteristics of earthquakes were ex-

plained. But the explanation of the localised destruction of earthquakes which was

physically examined by Hudson[76] had not been examined. An early attempt to

explain such magnification was conducted by Haskel[69]. A possible solution to this

phenomenon was the scattering of waves due to an internal structure or an em-

bedded internal arbitrary shaped object which had been studied for other reasons

by Sharma[l33] and Banaugh & Goldsmithlg]. Trifunac[144] used this explanation

and by using a Bessel function series to calculate the surface displacement due to

waves that were scattered by an alluvial valley, proved that it v/as a possible to

cause of such magnificabion. He found that the amplitude of the waves increased

in particular regions due to the focusing of the rrr/aves by the valley and that the

wave velocity and density ratio between the valley and the surrounding soil had a

large efiect.

Sanchez-Sesma & Esquivel[127] used single layered potentials developed by

Ursell[l51] to show that amplitude magnification occurred in arbitrary shaped al-

luvial valleys. These models assumed homogeneous conditions inside bhe vallel' as

well as in the surrounding soil. The effects of anisotropy or inhomogeneity are not

well known and a model to show some effects are discussed in chapters 6 and 7.

1.3 Outline Of Thesis

This thesis probes into the effects of a continuous inhomogeneity on the clis-

placement and stress caused by a wave. The consequences of the inhomogeneity

are graphically demonstrated in applications in the research areas mentioned pre-
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viously. The type of inhomogeneity used is a variation in the elastic modulus and

density but not in the wave velocity.

Chapter 2 investigates the effects of a continuous inhomogeneity in a rod. This

is a one dimensional problem which is solved by using a method written in a paper

by Clements and Larsson [a6] which was used for rods with a varying cross-section.

Chapter 3 uses a similar method for the one dimensional inverse problem which

is a seismological problem. The chapter looks at the displacement of a wave ca,used

by an impulsive pressure at the surface for several inhomogeneities. This is follorved

by a section on Harmonic waves which by using the arbitrary function solution used

previously finds some interesting analytical results. The results are then applied

to a model used for earthquakes which involve harmonic waves.

A method to solve two dimensional wave propagation with inhomogeneities is

investigated in Chapter 4. From this investigation, a numerical solution using an

integral equation formulation is developed from an arbitrary functional solution

similar to that given in Chapter 2. This numerical technique is applied later in

Chapter 4 to wave propagation in a bounded medium and the effects of a continuous

inhomogeneity are demonstrated. This approach is the same approach as developed

by Clements and Larsson [48].

The fifth chapter explores the effects of a particular inhomogeneity which varies

in one coordinate only, upon the scattering of waves by a rigid square object.

This investigation begins with a particular inhomogeneity and evolves an integral

equation from the basic equations. Using the integral equation, a numerical method

is determined and thus numerical results were obtained. The results are graphed

and a comparison between the scattering in a homogeneous and an inhomogeneous

medium is made.
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The remaining chapters, (6 and 7) model specific aspects of earthquake phe-

nomena. Earthquakes cause a large amount of damage but the damage is confined

to specific zones. The localisation of the destruction has been investigated by many

authors who have noted, that one major place of destruction occurs in alluvial val-

leys. Even then, particular areas upon the alluvial valley are damaged while other

places around, still upon the valley a¡e not effected.

The explanation of this occurrence is that the material inside the alluvial valley

is softer and the diffraction of stress 1v¡/aves due to the earthqttake, upon the interface

of the valley can focus the surface vibration in particular areas. Anisotropy and

inhomogeneities in the material would cause the areas of greatest clamage to be in

a different location and cause the magnitude of destruction to be different.

Chapter 6 uses the model of a planar wave impinging on an anisotropic allu-

vial valley surrounded by an anisotropic material. The method to calculate the

displacement on the surface of both the valley and surrounding material is also

reported in a paper by Clements and Larsson [47] which uses a bounclary integral

equation similar to the equations mentioned before. The boundary conditions ttsed

on the interface between the valley and the surrounding material is that the stress

and displacement are continuous across the interface'

Chapter 7 uses the same model as chapter 6 except the valley is inhomogeneous

and therefore the boundary iniegral equation used for the solution procedttre is

taken from chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 2

\MAVE PROPAGATIOI{ IN AI\

INHOMOGENEOUS ROD

2.L Introduction

One climensional wave propagation is the simplest of the propagation prob-

lems but it provides much valuable information. This chapter extends this area

of investigation and is concerned with one dimensional wave propagation in an

inhomogeneous elastic rod. The governing equation is linear first order hyperbolic

partial differential equation with variable coefficients. Equations of this type have

been investigated by a number of authors in connection with a variety of problems

(see for example Eason [60], Synge [1a1] and Webster [156]). These authors have

used various techniques to obtain analytical solutions which are relevant to the

particular physical situation under consideration. These solutions can be applied

with appropriate minor modifications to wave propagation in rods of r,arying inho-

mogeneity. However, in general, the analytical solutions available in these papers

are limited to very particular variations in the inhomogeneity of the rod. The pur-

pose of the present chapter is to obtain a relatively simple analytical solution for a

general variation in inhomogeneous materials. This solution is used to consicler a

particular problem for a finite rod with a varying cross-section with one end fixed

and the other end subjected to a time dependent load. The results in this Chapter

are to some extent reported in the paper by Clements and Larsson [46].
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2.2 Basic Equations And Their Solution

Wave propagation along an inhomogeneous elastic rod is considered. The rele-

vant stress-strain relation is

o(x): E(Ð#, (2.1)

where X is the space co-ordinate méasured along the rod, ø(lf ) is the stress, u the

displacement and E(X) denotes Young's modulus. In the absence of body forces

the equation of motion becomes

ø*"(rr)ø(x)l :p(x) (2.2)

where Á(X) is the variable cross-sectional area, p(X) is the density ancl ú denotes

time. Substitution oî. (2.2) into (2.1) provides

02u

Atz'

¡-r?'A(x)E(x ¡#l: p(x) 02u

a#' (2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6 )

(2 7)

The transformation
x p(c)

E(C)

and the inhomogeneity parameter .t defined as

L(x) - A(r)Ei(x)pi(,)

yields

,= 
Io

dc

We set

0u

a2 a2
LU - Ä(r)[/ : 0, A

h*r¿(')
02u

At,0x

,, - L-IU

so that

10
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where

Ä(r) - llL\2l4Ll' lL' (2.e)

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to ø. A formal solution to

(2.8) is sought in ihe form

u:Dh"(x)F"(t+x) (2.10)
n=O

whence, on insertion

Dl(h': - Lh^)F^ i 2h',^Fil - g
oo

n=0

(2.1 1)

If we set

2h'n+t + h':- Lh,- 0 for n ) 0, ho : constant

so that (2.11) is satisfied.

u:Dh,(r)G,(t-r),

F'r: F,-, for n ) t ,( .)
1 )

(2.13 )

In a similar manner it may be shown that (2.8) admits solutions of the form

(2.r4)
n=O

where

n-lr n) I (2.1ö)

and the h" satisfy (2.13).

The ralidity of these solutions to (2.8) depends on the convergence of the series

(2.10) and (2.14). Convergence properties of series of this type may be anall'sed

after the manner of Bergman [tZ]. Here u'e show that in certain cases the series

(2.10) and (2.14) truncate after a finite number of terms and in such case the

validity of the solution is assured.

In the simplest case hs may be taken to be one and hn = 0 for n ) 1. It follows

from (2.13) that A(ø) : 0 and then (2.9) provides

L(x):(arlû)2, (2.1ô)

G|: G
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where o and d are arbitrary constants. The displacement in this case, may be

obtained from (2.7),(2.10) and (2.14) in the form

u - (ax +,9)-t[r'(ú + ¿) + Go(¿ - ø)]. (2.r7)

When there are two terms in the sum in (2.10) and (2.la) (so that hn : O when

n22 ) it may be readily verified from (2.9) and (2.13) that, with åo:1,

-"9ht: ú' 
L(') = (Ûx + ó)-' (2'1s)

where r.9 and 6 are arbitrary constants.

More generally, if I(ø) has the form

L(x):(axlú)P, (2.1e)

then

Á'(ø) :
pa2

4
(p-z)(ax+,9)-', (2.20)

so that, taking åo : 1,

hr(") :

hr(r) :
p(p -2)(ax +,r)-',

128
p(p - 2)(p + z)(p - l(ax + ,e)-2 ,

(2.21)

a
8

a2

h"(r)
( 

-1\n^n 
n-l

ffir(p - z") 
U þ' - (2r)'z\(ar +,e)-".

2.3 Specific Problem For a Finite Rod

As a specific example consider an elastic bar of finite length f, lying betrveen

X : 0 and X :,C. The transform (2.4) transforms X : 0 to ø : 0 and X : L to

x: (.. Suppose the bar has cross-sectional area.4.(r) which is such that å"(r) :0

for n ) rn. The end at x:0 is held fixed while the end at x: t is subject to the

impulsive load

o((,t) : E(¿)6(t), (2.22)

L2



where 6(t) is the Dirac delta function. Now in the interval0 < ú ( /, only left-going

waves will propagate so that for this interval, we obtain from (2.7) and (2.10), the

displacement in the form

--L ^
u : L-i 

Po 
o"(')o"(t + ø) (2,23)

so that, from (2.1) ,

o(x,t) _lr-rl+ 1dL
E(r) _ 2- tår- I#o"orl^(t + x) + 2h,,(x)F"(ú + r) * 2h,(r)F,^(r + ,)l)

(2.24)

Putting r = l, using (2.22), (2.12) and taking the Laplace transform provides

ã(') : 2[L(t)]å.-"'[P(')l-' , (2.25)

where H(") denotes the Laplace Transform of fl",(f ) where F^(t) is the last of the

term in the .F" series and P(s) is a polynomial of degree rn + I in s given by

ry( ìp(s) : Dll-r'Q)[¿(¿)]-'h"(¿) + 2h',,((.) +2h"((.)sl'--" | (2.26)

zeros "f thilpolynomial are

distinct and are denoted by o,, for n:0,1,...,m then the transform (2.25) may

be inverted to yield

m

4.(À) : D C" exp[a"( 
^ 

- q]HQ - q, (2.27)
n=O

where \ - t*x, ¡f(À) denotes the Heaviside step function and the Cn are constants.

When t : I the disturbance arrives at the fixed end of the rod at r : 0. To eontinue

the solution for the interval (. < t < 2(. and to satisfy the boundary conclition

u(0, t) : 0, it is necessary to now introduce the terms G"(p) which represent the

right-going\Ã/aves where p:t -r. The displacement for 0 < ú <2(.is therefore

taken in the form 
m

u: L-åtD å,(r)[r"(À¡ + G"(ùl] (2.2s)
¿=O

13



where .F"(À) is obtained ftom (2.27). If we take

G"(t)--F"(ú) fo, n=0,t,...,tu (2.29)

then the condition z(0, t) = 0 is satisfied. As a particular variation in I(r) consider

the case of a right circular cone with cross-sectional radius ¿ at u : 0 and b at

r: (, so that A(x) - rfa(,t(b-a)rl2lÛ for E(x) - a constant E and p(r): a

constant p. From the analysis in section2.2,, we see that in this case we may take

ho = K where K is an arbitrary constant and then h,:0 f o, n ) 1. Then from

(2.26)

P(s) : 2K{s -A;? } (2 30)

so that (2.27) and (2.29) yield

¡b()) - pi si 6-tbr| exp[c(À - ()]H(^ - ¿)., (2.31)

Go(p) : -pi Bi ¡;-tbnT exp[c(¡r - t)]H(p' - t), (2.32)

where c: (b¿)-r(b - "). Using (2.28) and (2.1) the displacement and stress for

0 < ú 12(, are thus given by

u:
o

E

(b{)lat + (ö - o)'l-'{exp[c() - (.))H(^ - ¿) -exp[c(¡r - 4n0' - (.)], (2.33)

0u b[,(b-a\ . ¡/\=ñ:ffi{exp[c(À_q]H(^_¿)_exp[c(p_¿))H(p_t)}

+#ñLexp[c(À - ()JH(^ - ¿) +exp[c(p - t)]H(p - ()]

+
b¿)

la{,+(b-a)xl
{á(À- Q+6(p,-(.)}

(2.34)

Note that if, b: a (so that c: 0 ) then the expressions give the displacement and

stress for the corresponding problem for a rod with a uniform cross-section. The

displacement at the mid-point of the rod is

) - exp[c(ú -!\ra -in(, (
{exp[c(r

2
)l¡/(ú

2

L4

(2 35)



This may be compared with the corresponding expression for a uniform rod (ob-

tained by putting b = a and c : 0 in (2.35)) in order to examine the effect of

the variation in cross-sectional area on the displacement at the midpoint. For ex-

ample the displacement at the midpoint for (.12 < ú < 3(.12 for a uniform rod is

u : I unit displacement while the displacement for the same interval for the cone

is l2bl@+ ó)]exp[c(ú - i)l which is greater than 1 if b > a and less than 1 if ó < a.

Note that although ihe expressions for this exa.mple have only been developed for

0 < ú 12t , it is a straightforward procedure to extend the expressions for t > 2(..

2.4 Solution For Small Variations in I(r)

In this section, we consider the case when .[(r) takes the form

L(x) :1 * e/(r), (2.36)

where e is a small parameter and /(z) is a continuous function with continrtous

derivatives. Substitution of equation (2.36) into equation (2.9) and use of the

binomial expansion of (1 *./(r))-t yields

^(') 
: llL'12 l4Ll' I L'

(2.37)

f"(r) * o(e2).
e

2

Ignoring terms of 0(e2) it follows from (2.13) (with ho : 1) bhat

ho:1,
h1 : *,f'@),

h'n-L: #.t(")(r) for n ) I

(2.38)

1
hn

2

where ¡Ø) : d" f f dx" .

Substitution of (2.38) into (2.10) and (2.14) and use of (2.7),(2.12),(2,1õ) and

(2.1) provides the following expressions for the displacement and stress involving

15



u(x,t): [1+ ,f (")]-] fnf r)+Go(p)-å # ,¡@çx]¡G^(tù+4(À)]] . (2.3e)

both right and left going waves

E(*)
o(x,t)

{-åft + e/(ø)l- î,r' @)}[ntrl + G.(r)J]

+[1 + ,r@)t-rl# -# + ],¡'(,¡{r.(À) + Go(tù}

oo _17¿+l I
+. I # f'*')( ")[G"(¡r) + (-1)"r"(À)]l

(2.40)

where À : f * ¿ and H : t - r. In (2.39) and (2.40) the F" and G,' for n > 0

are related to Fo and Go by (2.12) and (2.15) . By suitably choosing the rtnknorvn

functions r'o and Go various particular problems may be solved involving both left-

going and right-going \4/aves propagating in a rod with an inhomogeneity gilen by

(2.36).

The usefulness of these representations for the displacement and stress depencls

on the convergence properties of the series in the representations. Clearly the mod-

ulus of the derivatives of /(r) have an important bearing on the rate of convergence

of these series.

For example consider an elastic bar lying between r = 0 and r - l. Suppose the

bar has an inhomogeneity given bl' (2.36) with /(/) : 0 and that it is held fixed at

the end ø : 0. Also suppose that the bar is initially at rest and the derivatives /(")

are sufficiently small to be ignored when n>rn *2. The end at a: ( is sr,rbject

to the impulsive load given by equation (2.22). Now since f (Ð :0 equation (2'40)
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provides

o((.,t) _ 1Fo

E(r) ôÀ

ôGo

¡--r op t=l

: ó(¿).

where terms involving ¡{")(x) for n ) rn have been ignored.

In the internal 0 < ú ( I only left-going waves will propagate so that for this

interval we set G"(p): 0. Taking the Laplace transform of (2.a1) with respect to

I yields

r:F-(s)[r-*,+.Ë (alä'f,n+r)1¿¡rm-n]".s2 
e.42)

n=O

where the bar denotes the Laplace transform and s is the transform parameter.

Hence

F-(") : [s-+'+.Ë fftrL,+r)1¿¡"m-']-re-'l. (2.43)

(2.41)

The expression in the bracket in (2.a3) is a polynomial in s. Hence the inverse

transform may be obtained using stanclard techniques. If the zeros of the pol¡'no-

mial are denoted by on and the ûn are distinct, then the inverse of (2.43) is given

by

F,,(À): Ëc"exp[a"( ^-()]H(^- 
(.), (2'14)

n=0

where I/(À) is the Heavyside function.

Ai t : / the disturbance arrives at the fixed end of the rod at r = 0. To continue

the solution for the interval (. < t < 2t and to satisfy the boundary conclition

u(0,t) :0 it is necessary to now introduce the terms G"(p) which represent lhe

right-going \¡/aves. Since the derivatives of ¡{")(r) for n 2 m I I are small enor.rgh

to be ignored it follows from (2.39) that

+. Ë -fi rþ-')12;1c"1r - ¿) + F^(t + t))
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If we take

(2.46)

then (usin g(2.I2) and (2.15) ) it may be readily verified that the condition z(0, t) :

0 is satisfied. Equation (2.a6) series is to define Gm+r for (. < t < 2¿ .

An interesting example of the above solution is a rod which has a sudden impact

at its right end at x : I and has an inhomogeneity of

m*1

Iä(r)+Go(ú)+ D
n=l

u(0, r) : [1 + ./(")]-] 
[ fr,t@)(o)[G"(¿) +F"(ú)]] . Q.45)

L(r) :1 * e(1 - cos('ffn

a

Ft(r) : [s'* ¡( )'l -t. (2.48)

Gmil(t) : -fi*t(t)

(2.47)

If the rod is long so that (, is large and 2r f (. is very small then the derivatives of

/(z) become small rapidly. By taking the first two terms of the series (m:1) and

neglecting all third derivatives of /(ø) equation (2'43) becomes

2r

The zeros of this polynomial is

¿

a1,2: LzK

IF2(t): H(t)
K2

(2.4e)

where

.:#rT,"'
The inverse transform provides the following solutions,

F'(ú) : I sin(rc¿)H(¿)
K

Fo(¿): f/(ú)cos(rcú)

(2. õo )

18
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The displacement in the rod for 0 < ú ( / is

u(t,t) - [1 + €(1 - cos(f))]-rlrA * x -/)cosrc(ú *, - ¿){1 +cos(f)}

-cos(f) H(t + r - ¿)+ f sin(f)sinrc(r * x - QH(t + x - Ql.
(2.52)

If the other end (ø : 0) of the rod is rigidly fixed (u(0, ú) : 0), the reflection

which is the C"(p) series can be calculated by using a truncated equation (2.39)

at r : 0 and the new boundary condition. This yields the solution

Gr(t) : -Fz(t)' (2'53)

Substituting this solution into equation (2.39) gives the displacement for 0 < t < 2¿

which is

u(x,,t): [1 +e(t -r""(+)]-å[{¡/(¿ tx-l)cos x(ttr-t)

-H(t - r -/)cos *(t - x - [,)]Q + ros(ff¡¡
- cos(T){H(t * x - q - Hþ - * - ()}

a6å sin(f){H(t t x -/)sinrc(ú t r - ¿)

-H(t - r -/)sin R(t -, - q\1.

(2.54)

The use of equation (2.1) gives the stress for 0 < t < 2(. is

W : [r + e(r -,""(T))]-å{[ó(ú + r - ¿)+ó(ú -, - t)]

+(T) "i^ç2ff¡¡nQ + x - t) - H(t -, - ()l

*hfÐK2'Æ- 1)cos( T¡ -11[¡/(ú * x -/)sinrc(ú * x - Q

+H(t - r -/)sin ^(t -, - ()l+ O(.)i.
(2.55)

There are a few interesting features of the stress in this example of the non-

uniform rod. These features are the mea,ning of the terms in the stress expression.
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The first term is the response of a uniform rod which is lesser in magnitude than

a uniform rod by the square root of the inhomogeneity parameter. The second

term is a residual stress and the third term shows a response to ihe lariation in

the inhomogeneity. This response shows the variation of stress with respect to

time which varies with period 2rln and amplitude rc. Since rc r,raries with eå a

small variation of modulus e will cause a larger portion of stress e å which is a

magnification of stress due to a small area variation.

If the cross-sectional area varied with a shorter periocl, more terms should be

retained for expressions (2.39) ancl (2.40). Consequently there would be more

terms in the polynomial in equation (2.43) and more zeros which may be obtained

numerically.

It should be noted that, albhough we have used an impulsive load, ib is a sim-

ple matter to extend the analysis to a general time dependent load. A Laplace

transform is performed on the loading and substituted into equation (2.12). The

analysis then proceeds as indicated with the convolution theorem being emplol'ed

to obtain the inverse Laplace Transform. The solution is thus expressed in terms

of a convolution integral which may be evaluated analytically for particular forms

for a time dependent load.
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CHAPTER 3

I}IVERSION OF A

NORMALLY il\CIDENT

REFLECTIOI\I SEISMO GRAM

3.1 Introduction

The method used in chapter 2 for wave propagation in a bar is used for the

normal inversion problem in this chapter. As the normal inversion problem is im-

portant to oil exploration, it is still of great interest. The labter part of this chaptcr

examines a one dimensional problem associated with earthquake phenomena.

Suppose that an impulsive normal traction is applied uniformly over the surface

of a perfectly stratified plane layered earth and that the ensuing particle velocity at

the surface is assumed to be measured. The problem of calculating the subsurface

characteristic impedance from the knowledge of the input pulse and the measured

data is termed the one dimensional inverse problem of reflection seismology.

In exploration seismology an impulse or vibrating load is applied at or near lhe

ground surface. This is used as a source for elastic waves which propagate into

the earth's interior where they are partially reflected by inhomogeneities such as

interfaces between geological strata. Some of this reflected energy makes its rvay

to the ground surface and the particle motion is recorded as a function of time at

many locations along a line containing the source which is about three kilometres

long. The source and receivers are then moved a short distance along this line and

the process is repeated. This continues until a line over fifty kilometres in length

2I



has been covered.

The inverse problem is to calculate from the measured particle motions the

mechanical properties of the material that is deep underground. It is generally

assumed that the disturbances which constitute the stress \ryaves are governed by

the equation of isotropic, infinitesimal elasticity which is unfortunately not the

case. Other assumptions that are made are that the horizontally layered structure

of the medium together with the vertical direction of the signal makes the problem

one-dimensional.

For the one dimensional inversion problem, there are several methods for in-

verting the wave propagation problem in a layered medium. Numerical solutions

of the Goupillard method, the lvlarchenko method and the discrete Schröclinger

equation method have been presented by Berryman and Greene [17]. Newton [103]

reviewed different methods for the exact solution of the one-dimensional inverse

problem. One of these methods is the Gopinath and Sondhi integral eqtration in

which Sarwar and Rudman [128] applied to seismic reflection problems for normal

incidence in an acoustic medium. Sarwar and Rudman [i28] used a method involv-

ing a recursive function on the Gopinath and Sondhi integral equations. Horvever

all of these papers have the impedance between layers as being linear or a constant.

This chapter uses the governing equations presented in Sarwar and Ruclman [128]

and provides analytical results for the displacement velocity lV at the surface of a

medium with a continuously varying impedance.

3.2 Basic Equations

The equations governing the propagation of dilatational waves in a fluid-like

medium along the depth direction z mãy be written in the form ( see Sarwar ancl
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Rudman [128] ) ô'"@ _ _op?,t) (J.1)p\.)-T:-T
and

p(,,t):-pe)o'Øry (3.2)

where u is the displacemertt,, p is ihe density, p is the hydrostatic pressure and B

is the velocity.

Using the transform

r(z) - [' o,'' 
(3.J)'- lo 0þ,)

where r(z')is the travel time from the surface z:0 to the depth z, on eqttations

(3.1) and (3.2) yields
ap?,t) : _2ç¿W) (8.1)

ôr \ / 
dt'¿

and

p(r,t) - -zG)w (3.õ)-\'/ 0r

where Z : pg is the acoustical impedance of the medium through rvhich the

primary wave is propagating. Differentiating equation (3.5) with respect to t (time)

and then introducing the displacement velocity W = Ôul0t yields

Y:-zØY (36)0r -''' At

and
oo : -z(r¡owat:-¿'\t) fu'

Elimination of p yields the single second order equation

*l,øTl- *l,offil:o

(3.i )
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3.3 A Solution for Arbitrary F\rnctions

In (3.8), set

w -- (z(r))-å u (3.e)

where

o(r)_ l#l'l7
and ihe prime denotes the derivative with respect to r

A formal solution of (3.10) is sought in the form

so that

Hence, on insertion,

Au-a(r)u:0,4 =#-# (3.10 )

(3.11)

(3.12 )

(3.16)

u-Dh"(r)G"(t-r)
co

n=O

m

n=0

-0 ( 3.13)

If we set

act(p):G^_ror), n)L0¡t =G^-t'1t)' n)L (3'14)

where P:t -r,then

h':-2h'^+1 -Qh,":Q, n20 & åo:constant, (3.1õ)

it can be shown that (3.13) is satisfied. If the coefficients å,, converge to zero then

the series for U can become

å[,t, - eh^)G, - zh'^G'*f

u:Ih"(r)G"(t-r)

The recurrence relation (3.14) allows a function G to be chosen such that

AÍn+t-n\G(p) ---_ -*:G"(.p).
0 ¡-t(^+t-")

24
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If p or z is known at the times ú and r, then the Laplace Transform can be used

with respect to time to solve the series for U in terms of one function. Another

formal solution of (3.10) is

u:tk"(r)F"(t+r)
oo

n=O

(3.18)

(3.1e)

and on insertion equation (3.10) becomes

t t(kí - f¿k")4 + zk'"F:l - o
oo

n=O

If
: F"-t(À), n 2I (3.20 )

(3.22 )

whereÀ:ú*rthen

2k'^*, + ki-Qft," : 0,n ) 0, and ko : constant. (3,21)

will satisfy (3.18)

If the coefficients k,, converge to zero then a solution to W' and p can be found

by a similar argument to that for å,,. Since F" and G,' satisfy (3.10) then the

summation of the solutions is also a solution. Then

u - D h,(r)G,(¡.r,) + D fr"(r)^F"(À)
oo co

n=O ¿=0

c^(tù : 
,\. I"- rr- n)" 

I

and a solution of this form can describe lV andp by the written methocl. In section

3.4, solutions to W and p ate given for various Z(r) by this method.

However a general integral solution does exist by taking the recurrence relations

of ]1" and G," which are (3.20) and (3.14), which admits the solutions

r'"(À):*l^,^-€)"try](€)dc, (323)

0GoØ)
drl

and
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Then the general integral equation is

If frs = 7åo then

À

(À - €)'"

k" : (-1)"hn1. ( 3.25 )

(3.26)":i**1, ]rr*'å+ I"'tu-n)']ry).

3.4 Some Particular Cases

The results of the surface displacement velocity response W(0,t) due to a unit

pressure pulse p(0,ú) : 6(ú) for several functions of impedance Z(r) is shorvn in

this section. The method and details are shown in Appendix C. The impedance is

normalised at the surface to unity so that

z(0) :1 (3 27)

and we shall let

Fo(l) : o (3.28 )

The simplest case is when the impedance is constant for all ¡. Then. fi'orn

equations (3.6) and (3.7), W(r,t): p(r,ú). Hence

tr't'(O, ¿) : 6(t). (3.29)

If the impedance is given by

Z(r) -- (or + 1)2 (3.30)

then the displacement velocity response I,y(0, ¿) to the impulse p(0, t) : ó(Ú) is

VV(0,t): -o"-"'H(t) + ó(ú). (3.31 )

This is an exponential decay with ll'(0,ú) : -o at t = +0 and tr'Il(O'ú) cleca-r's to

zero as time goes to infinity.
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When the impedance is

Z(r) - (or * 1)-2, (3.32)

the surface displacement velocity response is

vV(0,ú) : á(¿) + ¡r(ú). (3.33)

This result is a constant velocity of 1 unit after the delta function. A continuous

constant velocity is not feasible in the real world.

For an impedance given by

Z(r) - (ar * 1)a (3.31)

the displacement velocity is

W(0,Ð: H[',,', + o)""' - xz(az * a)e"")+ 6(t) (3.35)

where
axtr12: l, [-s +;',rs] (3.36 )

Figure 3.1 shows this displacement velocity response.

An impedance given by

Z(r) : ar * I' (3'37)

where a is small so that all a2 terms are neglected, has a displacement velocity

response of

H
W(0,ú) - [c1(ø, - fr)""" - rr(r, - f,)"'*] (rt - ,r)

+ ó(ú). (3.38)

a.xlr12: d

t

[-r*o,,frn]

where
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Figure 3.2 shows this displacement velocity response.

For an impedance given by

z(r)-#, (3.40)

where a and r9 are small so that terms of o2 and r92 are ignored, the displacement

velocity response is calculated to be

w(o,t) - [r,,", * ?l e,,t - xz(rz* {#l e",tf + 6u) (3.+1)

where
1ll,trz: G -3o-út 57a2-L22aû-95ú2 (3.12 )

(3.11)

(3.1o )

Figure 3.3 shows this displacement velocity response for ,9 -- 2a.

If the impedance varies by a smali quantity such that the impedance can be

expressed as

Z(') : 7 + ef (r) (3'13 )

where e is a small parameter and /(0) : 0 then

where terms of. O(e2) have been ignored. From (3.15) and setting ho : 1 rve obt¿rin

1

h:|ef'(r)

a(r) r |f"{r)

and

hn: _I0,,_r: #e¡."\,qr¡ ro,

where terms of. O(ez) have been omitted. Hence

w(r,t) - [1 + ef (r)lï¡co{u) - }e¡r1r)Gr(p) - *rr"rr)Gz(tù 
"'

n)1, (3.16)
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If the derivatives of /(ø) for n ) 3 are small and can be ignored then rve can have

a good approximation by retaining the first two terms and hence

u(r,t): [1 + ef|)]-å¡co{r) - *rÍ'(r)c,(p)l (3.48)

where

For this type of impedance consider, as an example,

f?):I-cos(r¡r)

where 4 is small so that the derivatives of /(r) is small since

/(0) : 0, /'(0) : 0, Í"(0): n'

The displacement velocity response to this impedance is

T:Go(tt).

w(0,Ð : #: ó(ú) - |æ¡,l"G,f,Ðl

(3.4e)

(3.õo)

(3,ó1)

(3.52 )

Figure 3.4 shows this response

3.5 Response to Harmonic 'Waves

In this section the propagation of harmonic waves in an inhomogeneous media

is investigated by the use of the series given in section 3.2. Harmonic waves are of

interest by virtue of the applicability of linear superposition. By the use of Fourier

series, harmonic waves can be employed to describe the propagation of periodic

disturbances. Propagating pulses can be described by superpositions of harmonic

waves in Fourier integrals.

The displacement of a one dimensional longitudinal harmonic travelling rvave

propagating in the positive r direction in a homogeneous material is u'ritten in the
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form

u(x,t) - ¿(r) exp ?c¡r A - ,r), (3.53)

where ,6(t) ir the wave velocity, a constant, ø is the radial frequency, .'l(l) is the

wave amplitude and the prefix 1 represents the homogeneous material. In this

section displacements shall be calculated but the displacement velocity is equated

to the harmonic displacement bY

w0u:ã:ru)l¿. (3.54)

Consider that a homogeneous material occupying the half-space r ( 0 has a

one dimensional harmonic travelling rvr/ave propagating in it. This wave Propagates

until it reaches an interface at r : 0. The material occupying the other side of this

interface is inhomogeneous. The displacement in the inhomogeneous material due

to the disturbance at the interface is to be calculated analytically. Depencling on

the case, the inhomogeneous material may occupy the remaining half-space or the

area01x1H.

Using the transform of section 3.2, (equation (3.3),) (3.53) becomes

,(r)1t(t), ú) : A(t) exp zø(ú - r(t)), (3.õ5)

where

,(r ( 3.56 )

A steady state solution to the displacement in the inhomogeneous nraterial is

required so a displacement with an exp (zc,rú) term for time is sought. Since the

displacement has to be a solution to equation (3.8), the displacement will be of the

form

uQ)1rQ\ ,t) : AQtî(z)) exp zu(t - r?l¡ (3.o7)
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for a wave travelling in the positive ø direction, where ¿(z) ¡t the amplitude of

the displacement, the prefix 2 represents the parameter orm,riable in the region

0 < r ( I/ where the inhomogeneous material is and

,('t: I,'ffi. (3'58)

Following the argument in section 3.3 and since z : zuW (from equation (3.5õ)

and W is defined as the displacement velocity) and by letting

u(2) -(ZQtzt¡¡-i¿ (3.59)

and then seeking U can be expressed in the form of (3.12) as

u:t h^(r?))G^(t-rtzl¡
oo

n=0

(3.60 )

(3.61 )

(3.62 )

Since u(2) is required to be in the form of equation (3.57) and (3.60), then Go :

exp rr..,(ú - r(2\ and using the recursive equation (3.14),

G^: ( )" "*p 
zu(t - rQ)¡-?,

u

-z

The other formal solution to U is F^(t + 7(z)) which is found by a similar

argument as above and using equation (3.20) is written as

F":( )" "*p 
xu(t + re\.

lJ)

Consequently, substituting (3.61) and (3.62) into equation (3.22) and thcn into

equation (3.59) yields

ue)(r4),t) : (zîn,l) t 
lå 

t,(ï)"expzc.,'(ú -'('))

- 
å 

k"(:)' "*p 
zu(t *'"')] , (3.63 )

where the series å., and ,L',. are provided by equations (3.15) and (3.21) respectivel¡'.
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Provided hol0, then since ås and les are constants, let ,b6 - 7ås, then

len: (-I)"h"1

Therefore the displacement in the inhomogeneous medium can be written as

(3.64)

(3.66)

uQ)(re),1 : lz(r(,r)l-å 
{ lå,#,"n,"(,,,,)]

x {exp zu(t - r(2)) + 7 exp zu(t + t('))}

- 
[å, ]f f-;lhr,*,(,('t)] ,..0 zu(t - rQ)) -7exp rc(t *'('')]] . (3'0Ð)

For convenience, let

v eQ't¡ : å, *,,^ h,^ç,{,\¡
oo _1

LrîØ) : t(a),"( =)hr^*r(r(zt¡^wwu=u
and

Therefore

uQ\çr(z\,t) : lZ(r(zl¡1-å [f 1r{,r;1exp (zø(ú - r('))) * 7 exp (za(t * t(')))}

+[/(r(2)¡1exp(2u.,(ú - "('))) - Texp ('ru(t * '(')))]] te.ol;

If this series h,(r(21) converges the displacement can be readily calculated

The presence of the interface which shall be at r(2) - l.(1) : 0, procluces a

significant influence on the systems of waves propagating through the meclia. Since

both media consist of different material properties the response of each meclium to

the initial harmonic wave is different.

In such a composite medium, systems of harmonic waves can be superposecl lo

represent an incident wave in conjunction with reflections and refractions at the

interface separating the two media.

To examine this system, consider the case of an incident wave which emanates

from infinite depth in the homogeneous medium (1). The question is "What com-

binations of additional waves is required so ihat stress or pressure and bhe clisplace-
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ment are continuous at ihe interface?": These additional waves would be called a

reflected and refracted waves'

The reflected and refracted waves would travel away from the interface, while

the initial wave travels towards the interface. The initial and reflected waves are

in the homogeneous medium (1), while the refracted wave is in the other medium'

The shapes, form and amplitude of these waves would depend on the material

properties of both materials.

If the medium (2), occupying the other side of the interface (0 < r < I/) is

inhomogeneous and its wave displacement can be described by the equation of

motion (3.8) and equation (3.67), the wave is called the refracted wave u" which

has an unknown amplitude .R" which would be of the form

u,(r(r),t) : R,lZ(r(2))l-å [v1tt'l;{exp (zø(r - r(t))) + Texp þu(t * r(')))}

*tJ(rtz\¡{exp (zø(ú - '('))) - Texp (za(t * '(')))}].f l.osl

Since the initial wave comes from negative infinity (r(tt - -oo) and is an

harmonic plane wave, then the form of the wave with unit amplitude is

ut(r(t),ú) : exp zu(t - r0)¡. (3.69)

If the reflected wave has an amplitrrde R¿, then the wave would be written as

ud(r1\ ,t) : R¿exp zø(f ..,u r(tl¡. (3.70 )

Using the boundary condition at the interface (r - 0), that the stress (pressure)

is continuous across the interface,

ze)e)W - zttqo¡aYul?r:l) * s'Jço¡@ (3 71)

and the displacement is continuous across the interface, so that

z'(0, /) : t¿¡(0, /) + u¿(0, t)' (3'72)
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For ease of expression, let 21 : 70) since the impedance in the homogeneous

layer is a constant and let Z(r): 2(z)(7?l) arrd 7ZQ\16r(zl - Z'(r) where the'

indicates differentiation with respect to r(2). Similarly, by substitution of (3.69),

(3.68) and (3.70) into (3.71) yields

llr
n" l[- it'Q){z(0)}-1[v(0){1 + 7} + t/(0){1 - 7}]exp (zøú)l

L

Substituting (3.69), (3.68) and (3.70) into (3.72) yields

R,lzQQt)¡-| fvloXexp (art) * Texp (rut)]

+I/(0){expþ,ut) - Texp(,u¿)}] = exp þwt) *.R¿exp (zut).

lØØQÐ' 
fvlol{1 

+ 7} + u(0){1 - t}] exp (zøú)l

tQQÐ, tv(0x-1 + 7) + t/(0){-1 - t}lruexp (zot)l]

-Zflu exp (zarú) * R¿Zpu exp (zøú).

z(0) tY(OXr - 1) + u(0X-1 - r)r
zt t Y(oXt + 7) + t/(oxl - "/) )

(3.73)

(3.74 )

+

+

Equations (3.73) and (3.74) can be used to determine.R¿ and .R,, which can be

expressed as

EÌ - 
2Z+Q) -l1- tz'(ol-ú(o')/v'(o)(r+1)+u'(0)(1-'v)\

^' 
: ^ L'- %,T T A \-7iõ]ïr+tjTulõtjr*t/

-1-,Y

-l-r

(3. iõ)
-1

and

('*#)-
1 _ tZ'(ol- zuZt

tZ 0 vt

rZ(ol
tZt

v -l+,y

v
+'y -r) ll

0 4)
Zt+

R¿:
+ Y' (o)(t*r)*U'(o)(l -r)

v(o)( I +r)+t¡(oX t -r) +'l -r)
(3,76 )

Substitution of (3.75) into (3.68) and (3.76) into (3.70) will give an expression of

the refracted and reflected r¡/aves.

The remaining unknown is 7 which is determined by the boundary conclition

and the place of the boundary at x : ff which corresponds to r2l : ru. The

l+-Y -1
-l
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relatively easy solutions are: (1) When Il = oo so that the boundary does not

exist ;(2) At ¿ : Il the boundary allows no displacement ;and (3) No stress at the

boundary x: H.

In the first case when the inhomogeneous medium occupies a half-space there

would be no wave reflecting from the boundary at r : TH as the boundary does

not exist. So ,f - 0, as there is no wave travelling in the inhomogeneous media in

the negative x-direction. Consequently

u,(r,t) - (3.7i )

and

r- ? -:tu¿(r,t) -
+Ll

+U
expzt;(ú * r(zl¡. (3.7s)

[1 + +;t 0 0
_ z'(o)

2Zt

for 7. The solution h# an amplitude and a time delay function

The second case must satisfy the equation

R,lZ(r¡¡)]-i [V(r¡¡){expzut(t - rn) * Texp zu(t ¡ r¡¡)}

*U(r¡¡){expl.,r(t - rr)- Texp w(t + t¡r)}] :0

,:ffiffiexp(-2urv)

( 3.7e )

(3,s0 )

The expression fot u,(r,ú) is rather large to write.

The third case is that stress being zero at r?l - r¡¡. The solution for 7 is

l2zu (V (r ¡¡) + U 1r, )) Z (, a) + Z' (r ¡1)(V (, n) + U (, a ))

-2 Z (r ¡)(V' (,s) + U' (r*D)

x 
l2z..u 

(V (r a) - U (, n D Z (, u) - Z' (r ¡¡)(V (, n) - U (, a ))

+22(r¡¡)(V'(rr) + Lr'?HD)-t t .*p (-2wr¡¡).

^t
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The expression for u,(r,t) becomes cumbersome to write but an approximation

can be made

If the circular frequenc¡, is large compared to 1 (ar >>

exp (-2zur¡¡), U(r) - 0 and V(r) = 1 then

exp ec,,,(ú - 1(2)) + exp u(t * r(2) - Zrùl
(3.82)

(1 + )+(t- )exp -2zur¡¡)

This is the homogeneous wave displacement for the refracted wave except for the

extra term of lZ(r)lZ(O)l-',.

3.6 An Application of Harmonic 'Waves

Authors such as A.N. Haskel [69] and K. Aki & K. Larner [2] have stucliecl

earthquakes. The simplest model which is given for an earthquake is that of a

harmonic wave impinging on a stress free surface where the stress free surface

represents the earth's surface. The variety of layers, structrrres and geometries

of layers in the earth make the displacement amplitude at the surface extremely

difficult to calculate. It is ofien at least a two dimensional spatial problem as is

shown in Chapters 6 and 7.

A simple model used by Haskel [69] was of a two dimensional moclel rvith trvo

layers which were the earth's crust and the earth's mantle as shown in figrrre 3.õ.

He assumed the layers were homogeneous and that a harmonic wave was propa-

gating through the mantle and impinging on the earth's crust at an angle. This

would cause a refracted wave to impinge on the earth's surface causing a, srtrface

displacement.

However the earth's crust is inhomogeneous and layered and will be modellecl as

such. The case considered though has the harmonic wave in the mantle propagating

along the normai to the earth's crust, and therefore the problem becomes one

u,(r('),t) :21ffif'
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EARIH's SURFACE

CRUST pQt,, P(2)

MANTLE ,Qt, B1t

Figure 3.5: Model of the earth

dimensional and the solution to the surface displacement is solved as in the third

case in section 3.5.

Since the impedance can be written as Z(r) - p(r)/ft) then p, 0 or both may

vary with r. The impedance is usually less at the earth's surface, therefore a simple

model of this variation in the earth's crust is Z(r) -- (o, + d)2 where r9 is negative.

For the impedance expressed as above, the surface displacement is

u,(r¡¡,t) : 4åÃ) expzoú * [.o.rt"

ú2 raú
x 

OsßtuTA - ,TcostÐT¡¡ -

n92a

@c*,r¡¡l

u(ar¡¡ | û)

ta2û

u2Zlar¡¡ | û)

d.
+ SlrL0.,TH (3.s3)

-l
SlÍL0.JT¡1

This function is complicated but an idea of its behaviour can be given by a

practical example.

Using values from Haskel's paper [69], the African mantle has a density of 3.370

kg/*t and a wave velocity of 4.6 km/sec. The earth's crust at r :0 has a density

of 2,870 kg/*t and a wave velocity of 3.635 km/sec. Assuming that the rvave

speed is constant in the earth's crust and that the density at the earth's srtrface

(r : r¡¡ ) is 2,440 Kg/*' the following parameters were calculated. Û - 3.230,
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dr¡1 : -261.7, Zt = 15.5 x 106 and ur¡1 :2rp, where P: HlÀ and À is the

wavelength of the incoming ïvave. Figure 3.6 shows the results of the absolute value

of the displacement versus the parameter ¡r. These results are compared with the

model of constant density where the density is taken at the earth's surface (t"p)

and the density at r :0 (bottom).

Usually the wave speed of the crust varies so by changing the model lo p(r) :

qr * C and B(r) : K(qr + O the impedance can be written as

Z(r) : Ii(rl, + O' - (o, + r9)' (3.84 )

The values for the mantle are the same but the values for the crust are:

P(ra) =
p(o) =
þ('a) :

and p(0) _

2,440 kg/*'
2,870 kg/*t
3.09 km/sec
3.6358 km/sec

A graph of the surface displacement amplitude against the parameter ¿r is givcn

in Figure 3.7 along with the graphs of the absolute surface displacement amplitucle

for a homogeneous crust which has the parameters at r : rH (top) and at ¡ : 0

(bottom).
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CHAPTER 4

Þ-O-<

BOUI{DARY II{TEGRAL EQUATIONS TO SOLVE

WAVE PROPAGATION IN AN

II{HOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM

4.1 Introduction

This chapter follows along the lines of Clements and Larsson [a8]. The method

developed in Chapter 2 is expanded to the two dimensional wave propagation

problem in this chapter. The two dimensional problem is often harder to solve and

for the elastic problems for inhomogeneous media they cannot be solved analytically

and it is necessary to obtain solutions using numerical techniques. The methods

commonly used are based on finite differences or finite elements. These methods

are suitable for the solution of a large class of homogeneous problems and can

be readily adapted to solve problems involving inhomogeneous materials. But for

many cases the application of the numerical procedure may be quite complicated.

In contrast to the finite difference and finite element methods, the boundary

element method cannot be easily extended to numerically solve problems for in-

homogeneous media. The difficulty centres on the derivation of an appropriate

fundamental solution for the governing differential equations. In general, this can-

not be done in a form suitable for numerical calculations for the class of differential

equations governing deformations of inhomogeneous elastic materials. Without'a

suitable fundamental solution, the boundary element method cannot be reacliil'

used as a numerical procedure for solving inhomogeneous elastic problems.
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For certain classes of inhomogeneous materials some progress has been made

in solving problems for inhomogeneous media using the boundary element tech-

nique. For example, the work of Clements [a2] and Rangogni [1la] is applicable to

elastostatic problems for inhomogeneous materials under antiplane strain.

The aim of the chapter is to extend the work of Clements [a2] to derive a

boundary element method to solve a class of time dependent antiplane problems

for inhomogeneous materials for which the shear modulus varies with one spatial

coordinate. In this particular case it is possible to obtain a suitable integral equa-

tion to the governing differential equation in a form which may be readily used for

numerical calculations. Numerical results are obtained for some problems involving

a specific variation in the shear modulus.

4.2 Basic Equations

Referring to a Cartesian frame \xyz the equation of motion for antiplane strain

may be written in the form

ôor, )ou, , 0'u,
Ë+Ë=p(,)ñ, 

(4.1)

where or" and ørz denote the shear stresses,, u, denotes the displacement in the 0:

direction and p represents the density. The stress displacement relations are

dxz: t'.@ *, (-1.2)

and

ov. : ,tù *, 
(1'3)

where p(ø) denotes the shear modulus which is taken to depend on the spatial

coordinate ø only. Substitution of (4.2) and (4.3) into (4.1) yields

ô 1,,, -, 7u,f - _o |. õu,l , _, 0'u"
u lut,t a, ) 

* * lu{') 6l: P(') ñ (4 -r)
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Now let

u "(r, 
y,, t) : u(a, y)e-;'t

so that, from (4.4), u(r,y) must satisfy the equation

{,trøfri+ ftwøtfrt+ p(x)u2u -o

4.3 Solution of the Basic Equation

In (4.6) let

u(x, y) - ¡t- i çr¡r¡t@, a).

Then (4.6) will be satisfied if

V2 rþ -Â(r)t/ : ¡, V' = #.
02

ñ

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8 )

where
d 1

dr ap@) p(r)r'
r tt(x)

dx

Consider the possibility of finding a solution to (a.8) in the form

A(c) - (4,e )

,þ : Dh^(x)F^(x,y)
oo

¿=0
(4.10)

(4.11)

where the l¡" satisfy the equations

V2 Fn * uFn :0 for r¿ : 0, !,2,. . .

wherezisaconstant.

Substitution of (4.10) into the left hand side of (4.8) yields

v',þ - ^(,),þ: å lW- A(c)å" -,h,) F^ + 2 # *l
44
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Hence (4.10) will be a solution to (a.8) if the h"(r) and F"(o, y) satisfy the equations

for

and

n)l

n)0

(4.13)

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.rT)

(4.18)

^ dhn+t ûh^¿-ï--(,\(t) *u)h"-0dr clr'
for (/26 constant). (4.14)

Now from (4.13) it follows that

for n : Ir2r.Fn: Ir'^Fn-t(w,y)dw * ç^(y)

where (.n is a constant and p,, is a function of y only

The constant tn and g," are to be defined so that Fn(r,y) will satisfy (4.11)

Fs is chosen so that it will satisfy

#.#-v*s- e

F1 is required to satisfy (4.11) and using equation (4.15) where n: t yielcls

then substituting this expression for Fr into (4.11) yields

# * I,',#ø,v)d. - # * " I,: Fo(.,v)dw * uet(v) - 0

Use of equation (4.16) in equation (a.18) yields

7Fo l' Ô2 Fo ,

a, - J,, aul\r,v)dw-r lr',Fo(r' v)dwtffi*, ¡r",

T"
Ft- Fo(w,y)dw * ç{v),

Manipulating equation (4.19) provides the following equation.

Fo(r,y)dw * u?Jy) :0.
(4.1e)

}Fs(x,y)
+ ffifal * up1(v) - s

0a t=l¡
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Using the Laplace Transform with respect to y on equation (4.20), the following

equation results.

Ør(r) : ;-:1 
ôFo(c' s) I t o'c '- s2 * v ox l"=n 

* ñfitol + 
"uLrvirD 

(4'21)

where the tilda represents the Laplace Transform of the function and the s is the

transform parameter. Taking the inverse Transform, equation (4.21) becomes

pt(v) : - +l' [,," [,fr(v-,)] " ry1,__,,10,
sin(zåy¡ + pr(0) cos@ïy¡. (4.22)

and

y=o

Let cp1(0) and 1qf ôA lu=o be defined by

0?, ôFs(x,,w)

0x

(4.23 )

(4,21)

(4.25)

: 
lo'

cos(tfiw) x d-,
0y t=lty=0

where ( is a constant. Then the cp1(y) in @.22) can be written in the form

pt(ù : -+,;[' rir, lfr@- .,)j " ry1"=,,0r.
This form for 9{y) is zero for y : (.

A point to mention here, is that, if there exists a value d, such that )Fsl0r : 0

at r : d for all y, then by choosing h =d will produce p{V) : 0.

For Fz to satisfy (4.11), the same procedure used for F1 is used f.or F2, since F1

satisfies equation (4.11), then by defining,

Fr: [" Fr(.,y)du; * çz(ù, (4.26)_ 
J¿,

and
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F2 will satisfy (4.11). çz(V) can be defined another way by using equation (4.13)

in Q.27) yielding

1tv
çz(ù -- -Tr/ sin ('fr@ - w))F¡(t2,w)d'w' (4'2s)

F,-z(tn,r) : 
lrt^"_rF"-s(ur, 

y)d,u * p^-z(u),

The next step is the general case of F^ and the procedure is the same as for F2.

By assuming that Fn-t(r,y) satisfies (a.11) and letting F" be defined by equation

(4.15), then F" satisfies (4.11) by defining

p^@) : -+, lru "'n(rt@ -'))F^-z(t^,w)d'w' (4'2e)

Since

then

By letting (n : (n-2,

ç^(y): -# Iru "in(Ø(v-.)) *ll,'^" 
,F"-,(f, 

tu)dt * e,-,çr¡]a.. (4.31)

(4.30 )

(4.32 )

for n)2.
( 4.33 )

?"(v) : - sin (vñ (y - .))v *-z(w)dw
I¡u

T, J,

Therefore if an appropriate choice of /1 was made such that )Fol1x: 0 at ¡ :

11, and then, by making tzi+t - tt, çz¡+íu) - 0 for all j. Similarly if /2 rvas

appropriately chosen such that Fs(h,A):0, then by letting tzj: /2 would make

pzj :0 for all j. This would depend on the properties of Fe(ø, y) and its derivative

with respect to c. However if one of the above convenient properties of Fo exists

at / then by making ln: ( for all fl, Fn can be written as follows,

Fn(r,ù: l;F"-r(to, ùdu - + lr' sin(tfv(y - w))e^-z(w)dw
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Using equation (4.15) F,, can be written as

'l

F^(x,y) : å I,'@- ru)n-rro(,, v)d'w * Ë e*(v) ffi,
where

ç^(v) : - 1

-{v /'.it (,fr@ - r))ç^-2(w)d'w for m ) 2,

ç2fu) is defined by equation (a.28) and 91(y) is defined by @.22).

(4.34)

(4.35)

(4.36)

(4.37 )

Hence the solution to (4.8) takes the form

,þ(r,Y): åoro(ø,U) +i ffilr"
+lh"(x) D ç^@)

n=l m=l

Thus from (4.7) and (4.36)

+!å"(r)De^(y)

u(,,y) : [¡,(,)]-]{o,n{", u) + f ffi I,' @ - -)n-' Fs(w,y)dtu

(, -.)-t Fs(u,,y)dw

@ - Q@-^\
(n. - m,)l

n=1 m=l

@ - l)("-^\
(n - m)l

Equation (4.37) provides the required solution to (4.6) in terms of a solution

to (a.11) in any domain in which the infinite series converges uniformly. The

uniform convergence of a series of this type may be investigated after the manner

of Bergman[l7]. Here it will suffice to note that for certain non-trivial cases the

series (4.37) truncates after a finite number of terms and in such cases (4.37),

certainly provides a solution to (a.6) in terms of an arbitrary solution to (4.11)'

An example of the method which is given in chapter 2 except u(r, y) is a

function of c and y is demonstrated below. Suppose

p(r) - kp(r)
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and

where fr is a constant. Then it is clear from (4.14) *d (a.9) that the series truncates

after one term if

u -- kuz (4.39)

r /d 12

6lT,): constant (4'40)

so that

p(x) : (ax * û)2, (4.41)

where o and r.9 are arbitrar¡, constants. Thus if p and p ate given by (4.38) and

(4.4I) then (4.6) admits a solution in the form

u(x,y) - (o, + ,t)-t hsFs(x,y) (4.42)

where Fo(r,y) is a solution to (a.11) with z : leu2.

Similarly it may be readily verified that the series truncates after two terms if

rz is given by (4.39) and

p(*) - Qx * 6)-2 (4.43)

where 7 and ó are arbitrary constants. Thus if. p,(a) is given by (a.a3) then (4.6)

admits a solution of the form

u(x,Y): Qx+6)

tho+
1,,8(1x + 6)

More generally, if. ¡t(x) has the form

{o,n{', ù - # I,' ror-,ùdut

/'.i' (,f,@- u,)) , ffQ,ùd,\.

and v is given by (4.39) then

p(x):(ax*û)P,,

+
pa2

4
(p-2)(ax+,t)-'

^(
) vL

(4.++ )
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so that, taking åo = 1,

hr(r) : -!, n@ - 2)(ax + ,t)-t

a2
hr(r) p(p - 2)(P + z)(P - 4)(ax +,t)-', (4.46)L28

(-1)"a" , n-': ffi p(p - r")g þ' - {2,)'] {o' +,e)-".

Hence from (4.37)

u(x,y): (oc f p)-io {hsFs(x,y)}

n-1
p(p - z") fl ln' - {2,)'] {"' + ,e)-" x

r=l

I' ffiFo('' Y)d'w * i,v^tùffi\
It is clear that if P:2N for N : 0,tl, +2,,... then the series truncates after a

finite number of terms.

4.4 A Reciprocal Theorem

Theorem: Let / be a solution of

*l^n#]. &l^ofll. p@)a2s -s (4 18)

valid in a region Q in R2 bounded by the contour ôQ consisting of a finite number

of piecewise smooth closed curves. Also let ó' b. another solution of (4.48) valid

in o' rhen 
[nu@)l#, - a,ry-ø] 

a, : o. (4.4e)

h"(r)

+ t
n=l

- 1)"o"
23nn (4.17)
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Proof:

In a similar manner it is possible to show that

lunrk) ff r'0"

: Iunr",l#,,*#n,fö'*"

: 
/" { *l^o # rl. &[r{') H,]\"

: /, [{ *l^n #]. *,1^n #]\ö'+ ¡,(.¡{##.w*#}]*'

: l,l- 
^')" 

öó' + t'@) {# # . H #\l*

lu,u@) ffi o o" = Inl-e@,'oó' + ¡,ç,¡{##.H K\]*

(4.50 )

(4.ö1)

The required result follows immediately by subtracting (a.51) from (4.50).

4.5 The Integral Equation

In (4.49), let / denote a required solution to a boundary value problem governcd

by (4.6) and let ó' b" the solution given by (a.37) with

Fo(", y) : -L rP (, )

where r - [(o -o)'+@ -ö)']å *ittt (a,ó) a point in Q. Hence S'is given by the

right hand side of (4.37) with Fo obtained from (4.52). That is:

ó, : -itrrorl{n.aÁ') (,r,) - p, ffi I,'@ - ,)-'HtÐ (v*,') d,,

-å h^@)i,v^(ùffi\, (1 õ3)

where ,'(.): [(, - o)'+(y -ó)']å, øit) i, the Hankel Function of First orcler.

!
2 r (1.52 )
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and p-(y) can be obtained from equation (4.32). For this case though

çt(ù : -î/'.i' |,fr@-,r)l x H{t)Q¡;lffa-, ( 4.54)

where i(w) : [(¿ - o)'* (. - b)'li .

For the remainder of this thesis a choice of. (. : ø is chosen and therefore

?zj+t:0 for all 7. ConsequentlY

ö' : -itrøn-l{n,øÁ') (,r,) - å ffi 1"" @ - w)n-r n[\ (,î,') a.

+l h"(x) Ð çr^fu)
n=l m=l

(x - a¡"-z^
(n - 2m)t.

co "12
(4.õ5 )

where ,'(r): [(. - o)2 + (y - b)')i,

1lv
vz^(v) - -+ / 

- 
sin (Jr@ - w))pzø-r¡(w)dw for m ) L, (4.56)

vv rc

and

where r = (w - t¡z

Now when z is fixed and r -t 0

çz(ù: # Ir' "rn(rt@ -.,))ãá') çvit¡aw (4.57)

(4.õ8 )-irtur,) - f tog,.

Hence if (4.49) is to be valid with /' given by (4.55), then it is necessary to exclucle

the point (ø, å) by surrounding it with a small circle ôOr of radius e . The bounclary

then becomes the sum of the boundary ôQ1 and the boundary ôO2, where 0Q2

consists of the inward and outward boundary lines joining ôOt to ôQ.

Iun,nu,,r@l#,ó' - #ø] a" : o.

Then (4.49) yields
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It may be readily verified that if e : b in the equations (4.56) fot 92^ and (4.57)

for rp2, then

aó
A"

,, Aó' tQ_ ^ Qon
ds - hslp(x¡l\ 6@,,t)t ttþ)

J ôQt
(4.60)lim

c-O

Thus (4.59) yields

l,n,u@)l#, -X rlo,

lunu'll#", -# r]0,,C$(a,b): -1
holp@)l

and wiih the use of (4.5), (4.63) becomes

g(a,b) -
1

holpþ)l
(4.61)

Equation (4.61) provides the required boundary integral equation for the so-

lution of particular problems in terms of an integral taken around the bounclary

of the region under consideration. If the point (ø, ö) is on the boundary âQ then

1Qz - ôO and (4.61) should be replaced by

(4.62 )

where C is a constant with 0 <C < 1. If AO has a continuously turning tangent

th"n C: å.

In a well-posed problem governed by (4.6) equation (4.62) can be used to nu-

merically determine the unknown d or 0$lôn at all points of the boundar-n- ôfl.

4.6 Numerical Results

The numerical procedure is demonstrated for the case, when p(t) : ß(cvr * r/ )2

and ¡r(o) - (o, t d)2, so that (4.4) becomes

*lr'+")' *].&1,.+")' *l=k(.,x*tr # (463)

*lr, +'e)' #1. &lr' +'e)' #l- k@a * 'e)2u2u -- 0 (1 64)
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where ûr represents the circular frequency

The problem can be expressed in terms of dimensionless variables by setting

xt:1, ,r=L and u":I. (4.65)

where d is a fixed length

Let

,POr=Ã'

and time can be made dimensionless by letting

(4.66)

t - (dpï
1

(4.67))rlJo

By defining the frequency of the wave to t" pà pl

frequency can be written as

, : ç¡rà p"* d-t)zn,

which has a dimensionless form using (4.67) as

a:2r.

t
2 d-l then the circular rvave

(4.68 )

(1.6e )

The differential equation (4.64) for u3 becomes

*lrr,,+lD'#l- *1r",,+,r)' #l-(,i', + i))2,,u,:s (4 i0)

-! ! -
where a - adplt and ,9 -r|p,"z.lf.û > 0 then the equation is valid in the region

rr ) 0. The integral equation for equation (4.70) using equation (a.62) is

cus(a,b) - -(aa+ tr;-r lrn@,, + ¡Ð'l# , - #,,] ,", (4.71)

where C is a constant such that C : L if (a,ó) is in the region O and C : Il2 íf.

(a, å) is on the boundary ôO.
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For this particular variation in shear modulus and density the series (4.53) has

only one term and ås can be taken to be one. Hence the function ö' in (4.71) is

given from (4.53) as

ó' (r r, r r) : -f,{art+ rl¡-r ¡¡tt)(¿-), (4.72)

where

(rt - ")2 
+(rr-b)'. (4.73)

with ¿:ald and ô:bld

Hence

aö' z ( ' ,(x, - a) * nz(xz- a;1 
y,/rÍt)(¿:il * "'"ãát)(:'l)1 (4.71)

an: 
= it("r{r, - a) + nz(xz ,, (axt+ r9)r (or, * û¡z t

Thus if the point (a, ó) is on the boundary of the region to be integrated, equation

(4.71) provides an integral equation relating u3 and ?ql0n.

A numerical solution to equation (a.63) can be found by dividing the boundary

into segments on which either the displacement ?r3 or the stress p,(r1))qlân is

defined. Equation (4.7I) can then be used to find the unknown displacement or

stress on each segment.

As a test problem consider the known analytic solution to (a.6a)

r

z

11".1 : - -"4 (o'' + u¡-'øjt)1as) (4.7ó )

where

("t - 60)'+ (x2 - 40)2, (4,76)

ô : 0.1 u.nd ,9 : 1. This solution was used to generate u3 oo the bounciary of the

region shown in Fig. 4.1 (with A,B,C,F having the coordinates (0,0), (8.0), (8.4),

(0,4) respectively)

ç
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By dividing the boundary into 120 equal length segments and using equabion

(4.7L), a numerical solution for ôusf 0n on the boundary segment was obtained.

The numerical results a¡e shown in Table 1 alongside the analytical results for some

sample points.

Table 1

Comparison of Analytical and Numerical Results for the Test Problem

Point ormal Derivative
t1 î2 Numerical Result Analytical Result
0.3
2.9
5.1
7.L
7.9
8.0
4,7

0.0

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.1
0.0
1.9

-0.0259 - 0.0183¿

-0.0194 * 0.0194¿

-0.0231 - 0.0045¿

0.0146 - 0.0173¿

0.0081 * 0.0191e

-0.0189 - 0.02L2t,
0.0191 * 0.0155¿

-0.0465 * 0.0157¿

-0.0254 - 0.01602

-0.0179 * 0.0176¿

-0.022L - 0.0036¿

0.0134 - 0.0156¿
0.0058 * 0.01912

-0.0187 - 0.02142
0.0189 * 0.0162¿

-0.0473 * 0.0164¿

As a second problem, consider a material with varying elastic coefÊcient

p@)ltr" - (or, + r9)'and density p(r)lp" : le(o.xt + r9)'occupying the region

shown in Figure 4.1 with A(0,0), B(8,0), C(8,4) and F(0,4). The material is em-

bedded in another rigid material so that the sides FA, AB and CD have zcro

displacement (u3:0) and the remaining side is stress ftee (ou"f p,o:0) except on

the segment E(3.9,4) D(4.1,4) where a sinusoidal stress of amplitud" lto is applied

with frequency ar.

The amplitude of the displacement on the segment FC is numerically calculatr:d

and shown on Figure 4.2 f.or the cases <i : 0 and a : 0.5, with rl : 1. For these

numerical calculations the boundary of the rectangle was divided into 240 segments.
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Figure 4.1: Geometrv of the problem
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The results indicate how the presence of the continuous inhomogeneity effects

the displacement on the surface FC.

For both the homogeneous material (ä - 0) and the inhomogeneous material

(,i = 0.5) the characteristic peaks of the displacement occur in the same places

but the amplitude of the displacement is very different. For all 0 ( 11 ( 8 the

displacement for the inhomogeneous case is considerably smaller than the homo-

geneous case. This qualitative feature of the results is as expected, since the shear

rigidity of the inhomogeneous material is uniformly greater than the shear rigiclit¡'

for the homogeneous material.

Also for the inhomogeneous case the magnitude of the local maxima in the

displacement is larger fi€âr Ø1 : 0 than the corresponding local maxima near to

rr : 8. Again the qualitative nature of this feature of the results is consistent rvith

what might be expected since the shear rigidity for the inhomogeneous material

increases monotonically in the interval Q ( rl1 ( 8.

As a further example consider a similar rectangle with the same bounclary'

conditions but with the points A,B,C,D,E,F now given by A (4,-4), B (4,4) C

(0,4), D (0,0.2), E (0,-0.2) and F (0,-4). (That is the rectangle is rotated by ninety

degrees in an anticlockwise direction.) The amplitude displacement in this case is

given in Figure 4.3.

For a final example a rectangle, similar to the one described above lvith the

same boundary conditions but with ihe points A,B,C,D,E,F given by A (0,4). B

(0,-4), C (4,-4), D (4,-0.2), E (4,0.2) and F (4,4).( A rotation of half a full rotatiotr

from the above example.) The amplitude displacement for this case is given in

Figure 4.4.
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CHAPTER 5

Þ-O-<

Antiplane 'Wave Scattering by a Rigid

Body in an Inhomogeneous Material

5.1 Introductron

The scattering of r¡/aves by objects has been investigated by such authors such

as Sharma [132], Shaw [133] and Banaugh & Goldsmith [9]. These studies have

revealed much about the effects of objects orr waves, but little has been clone on

scattering in inhomogeneous materials.

Banaugh & Goldsmith [9] used a boundary integral scheme with Weber's equa-

tion to find the amplitude and phase of waves scattered off rigid bodies in homo-

geneous material. Sanchez-Sesma and Esquivel [127] used a similar approach for

local disturbances in alluvial valleys. This chapter uses Weber's equation, clerived

from the scalar wave equation, in a boundary element scheme for numerical results

in problems of the propagation of waves in inhomogeneous material.

Scattering from a rigid inclusion and from a boundary in a medium rvith a

lateral shear modulus are compared with scattering off a boundary in the same

material. Such problems for lateral velocity variations have been discussecl b¡'

Sutton[140], who used complex conjugates on the Helmholtz equation to obtain

an integral for the shift in the peak ampliiude of a Guassian wave which is then

numerically calculated.
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5.2 Basic equations

Consider an inhomogeneous elastic material occupying a region O with a bound-

ary ôO in R2. The material is subjected to a time dependent displacement or stress

over the boundary AO. It is required to find the displacement or stress throughout

the material.

For a Ca¡tesian frame Ox1x2x3 the equation of motion for antiplane strain may

be written in the form
)ors ôor" , ô'u,
Ë+Ë:p(,')ñ (5.1)

where ø13 and ø23 denote the shear stress, u3 denotes the displacement in the Or3

direction and p(ø1) represents the density (which is taken to depend oD ír1 only).

The stress displacement relations are

ots: c(r)#., (ö,2)

and

o23: C(r)þ, (5.3)_ \*, / At2,

where G(rr) denotes the shear modulus (which is taken to depend oD. .x1 only).

Substitution of (5.2) and (5.3) into (5.1) yields the equation

filrr,,r#)-*["('')#):P(xl# (ö1)

It is convenient at this point to express the problem in terms of dimensiouless

variables. Set

x : xtld, v -- xzld, and u": usld, (5.ö)

where d is some reference distance. Also let

tt(x)--p(ï):+ (õ.0)
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ence density. The

( 5.i)

for the antiplane

otz G ?us 0u"
vtz 

- a - l¡ aAs os Oî1 OI

and
ozs G Ôuz 0u"

(5.e )vuz 
- a - lt ¡- os os0Í2 OV

5.3 Equations of Simulation

In the general case a solution to the problem can be found by the method

in Chapter 4. But in this chapter only a particular form for ¡r(c) ancl p(r) is

considered and a simpler and more direct method is used to obtain the appropriate

solution to (5.7).

Let

u(x,Y,r) : u(x,,Y)sin(ør)' (5.10)

where ø is a constant. Substitution of (5.10) into (5.7 ) shows that

*lø,t!.]- &¡øafr) *p@)uzu = o. (õ 11)

In order to transform (5.11) to the Helmholtz equation with constant coefficieuts

a transform is required of the form

u(x,a): $(x)n(x,y). (ó.12)

Substitution of (5.12) into (5.11) yields

(5.8 )

,ó(#.ffi1 +þ2óú+ (uó" + t,'ó')ú * (2t ó'+ tt'ö)ff:0,
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where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to x. The coefñcients of u and

fu l1x will be zero if

ltÓ" + l1'ö' :0 (5'14)

and

2Pó' + tt'ö : 0. (5.15)

Elimination of ¡"t from these two equations yields the equation

ó" ö : 2(ó')' , (5. i6 )

which has solution

ö(r) = (ax * tt)-t, (5.17)

where a and r9 are arbitrary constanbs. The corresponding ¡r(r) is given by

r'@) : (ax * r9)2. (5.18)

If / and p aîe given by (5.17) and (5.18), then (5.13) reduces to

t'o(#.ffi1 *p@)u2t:0. (5.1e)

Now let

F@): k'p(r): le2(ax +,t)',

where h is a constant. Then (5.20) becomes

^t- ^t-O'u O'u o ^

aú + ar' +t"ú : u'

where

Iu : ulc.

(5.20)

(5.21)

(5.22 )

Equation (5,21) admits a boundary integral solution in the form (see Banaugh

and Goldsmith [9])

ct(a,å) : - ; lrrl"*rt"fõ,) - n['tçø,¡ffi]a", (5 23)
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where (a,ö) € f), r is the distance between the point (4,ó) and a point (r,A) e

0Q, d,s is an incremental distance along the boundary and ãit)(rr) is the Hankel

function of the first kind and zero order. The n denotes the outward normal to the

boundary ôQ and C = Iif (ø,ó) € O while 0 < C < 1 if (ø,ó) e ôO .

By letting

(5.24)

and using (5.12), (5.17), (5.18), and (5.24) in (5.23) it can be shown that

cu(a,r):,fu l"u@l"H-t'fr]a" (õ25)

This is the same result as produced in chapter 4. This boundary integral eqttation

(5.25) is used to provide numerical results of u for particular problems of interest

for the coordinates (a,b).

5.4 Numerical Results

The numerical results shown in this chapter are a comparison betlveen trvo

cases. The first case (a) is that of the scattering of a rigid inclusion in a bounded

inhomogeneous medium and the second case (b) has no inclusion in a bounded

inhomogeneous medium.

In the first case an inhomogeneous material occupies the region Q as sho'*'n in

Figure 5.1. The region O is occupied by a rigid inclusion and the bounclary âQ

of O consists of two parts, ôOr and ôQz. The displacement is assumed lo be zero

on the segments AF, AB and BC of CI1 while the rigid inclusion adheres to the

elastic material so that the displacement is also zero on ôQz. On CF the traction is

zero except on the segment DE where a time dependent load is applied. The load

is in the Or3 direction and the material is assumed to be in a state of antiplane

strain. Also ihe material in 0 is taken to be inhomogeneous with shear modttlus

?,

4
øit)1ar¡ : fufrrr,
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óQt

Figure 5.1: Domain of the problem

p@) : (o'x*û)2 and densitr P@) : Ie2(axir.9)2. Therefore the boundary conclition

on the segment ED (Figure 1) can be written as

0u
Ay

0u

A"
(ax * ú)-2

0

on ED
on FE and DC.

(õ.26)

The second case is the same as the first case, except that there is no inclusion.

The numerical results are shown in Figures 5.2-5.5. These results are for a

region as described in Figure 5.1 The coordinates of the vertices are A (0,-1).

B (40,-4), C (40,4) and F (0,4). Also the coordinates of E and D are (21,'l) and

(19,4) respectively (except for Figure 5.5 where E and D are (26,4) and (24,2)

respectively). For case (a) the rigid inclusion is a square with side of length 2 rvith

its centre at (20,0).

Equation (5.25) was used to determine u(4, ó) for all (ø, å) e AQ. For the

calculations the outer boundary ôQr was divided into 192 equal segments artcl

when necessary, the boundary 0Q2 was divided into 16 equal segments. The values

of u and 7ul0n were taken to be constant on each interval. Further subclivision

of the region of integration lead to no significant improvement in the numerical

results.

Figures 5.2-5.5 graphically display u on FC. The continuous line gives the real
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part of the u(z,y) and the dotted line gives the imaginary part of the u(x,y) on

FC. The numerical results are for various values of o and in each Figure various

values of o a¡e used.

In Figure 5.2 results are given for d : 0.5. When o : 0, Figure 5.2.1, which

the medium is homogeneous, the results are symmetric which is expected, since

the problem is symmetric.

For Figure 5.2.2 (a - 0.1) and 5.2.3 (a - 0.2) the magnitude of the displace-

ments are smaller than Figure 5.2.L 4 possible explanation is that the overall

shear modulus is larger in the inhomogeneous material than in the homogeneous

material. The maximum amplitude also changes its position with respect to r as

a changes. In Figures 5.3 and 5.4 when õ : L and ø : 2 respectively, the same

observations as above were made.

The comparison between the results of cases (a) and (b) show that there is very

little in common to the solutions. There is also completely different response for

different d. In Figure 5.2 where d : 0.5, case (b) has less amplitude than case (a),

while in Figure 5.3 the amplitude of case (a) is less than case (b). In Figure 5.4

(o : Z) the response amplitude is approximately the same.

In Figure 5.5, results are given for the case when the load is centred on (25,4).

The results provide an interesting comparison with those given in Figure 5.4. They

indicate that for this value of a the magnitude of the displacement can be consid-

erably reduced by the presence of the rigid inclusion, if the loaded region is not

directly over the inclusion.
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CHAPTER 6

Þ-O-<

GROUND MOTION ON ALLUVIAL VALLEYS

UNDER INCIDENT SH WAVES

6.1 fntroduction

This is the beginning of the thesis's study into earthquake phenomena. Much of

the work in this chapter has been reported in the paper by Clements and Larsson

147ll.

After a substantial earthquake it is often found that damage is concentrated

in particular areas (Hudson [76]). This may be accounted for by various causes

such as poor quality of construction, local topography and tþ local geology. One

explanation which has been put forward is that the damage distribution is caused

by seismic wave arnplification associated with the local topography and soil char-

acteristics (W'ong a¡rd Trifunac [160]).

Motir¡ated by the need to provide reliable design pararneters for structures, the

problem has been studied by numerous authors. In certain circumstances ground-

motion a,mplifications ca,n be adequately studied by simple shear-beam amplifica-

tion models . However for irregular topographics, the problem must be studied as

a spatial phenomenon. The simplest models which yield significant information in

this area a¡e two-dimensional and several studies of this type have provided a basic

understa¡¡ding of the problem (Aki and Larner [2], Trifunac [144],[145], Boore [28],

Bouchon [30], Wong and Trifunac [160]).

Integral equation formulations have been found to be particularly useful in ob-
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taining numerical solutions to problems of this type. In particular Wong and Jen-

nings [159] used singular integral equations to solve the problem of scattering and

diffraction of SH-waves by canyons of arbitra.ry cross section. Subsequently W'ong

et al. [161] extended the method of Wong a¡¡d Jennings [159] to consider the case

of a layer overlying a semi-infinite soil medium and applied their analysis to mod-

eling the variations in measured displacements during a full-scale low-amplitude

u¡ave propagation test. Also Sanchez-Sesma and Esquivel [127] considered ground

motion on alluvial valleys under incident planar SH-waves.

The present work can be considered a¡¡ an extension of previous work on integral

equation formulations to include the case of anisotropic materials. In many cases

the medium through which the waves are propagating is not homogeneous and

isotropic and is more accurately modeled a¡¡ an anisotropic material. In particular,

the current work examines the effect of anisotropy on ground motion on alluvial

valleys under incident planar SH waves. Numerical results ar.e obtained and these

are compared with those given by Sanchez-Sesma and Esquivel [127] for isotropic

materials.

6.2 Statement of the problem

Referring to a Ca¡tesia¡r frame Oxp2x3 consider an anisotropic elastic half-

space occupying the region 12 ) 0. The half-space is divided into two regions

which contain different homogeneous anisotropic materials (see Figure 6.1). The

materials a^re aÉ¡sumed to rigidly adhere to each other so that the displacement and

stress a¡e continuous across the interface. Also the geometry of the two regions are

assumed to not vary in the Oøe direction and the boundary rz : 0 is traction free.

A horizontally polarised SH wave propagates towards the surface of the elastic

half-space. This is in the form of a plane wave with unit amplitude and gives rise
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to a displacement ûeld

"['/=expzc.,(ú *i*å> (6.1)

where ø is the circula¡ frequency, c1 arrd c2 àre consta¡ts , ,[]) d"trotes the dis-

placement in the Oog direction in the region 1 (see Figure 6.1). The problem is to

determine the displacements associated with the reflected, diffracted and refracted

r¡¡aves.

6.3 Integral Equation Formulation

Since the incident wave is of the form (6.1) a¡¡d the geometry does not lary

in the Oca direction, a solution to the problem can be obtained in terms of plane

polarised 5.8 waves. For such ïvaves the only non-zero displacement in this case is

u3 which must satisfy the equation of motion for antiplane elastic deformations of

anisotropic materials. That is :

^g#*r:eþ\+# rora:1,2 (6.2)

where ,r[t) tnd rr[2) denote the displacements in regions 1 and 2 respectively. Also

Àii) denotes the elastic moduli which must satisfy the symmetry conditions ÀÍi) :
ljl), ,t"l denotes the density, ú denotes the time and summation from 1 to 2 is

assumed for repeated Latin indices only.

In view of the form of the incident plane wave (6.1) a solution to (6.2) is sought

for which the displacement has a time dependence of the form exp(zøú) so that

u[")(r, , xz,t) - ,(")(rr , x2) exp(rut). (6.3)

Equation (6.3) provides a solution to (6.2) if 1(o) satisfies the equation

^lî'ffi+ p@tr2u{o):0.
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Suppoee the incident wave (6.1) has an angle of incidence 7¡ (Figure 6.2). Then

c¡ : B$l ¡sin 7¡ and c2 = P0 lcos l¡ where ,6(t) ir a constant. Now ,[t) 
"" 

given by

(6.1) must satisfy equation (6.2) so that

[ør,r1' (6.5)

where É(t) i. the wave velocity of the incident \¡/ave.

Consider the case when regions 1a¡rd 2 ate occupied by the sarne material. In

order to satisfy the traction free surface condition oî 12 = 0, it is necessary to have

a reflected wave of the form

,5? : exp ?." þ *i _ ;,). (6.6)

The displacement u[] i" the half-space is given by the sum of the displacements

given by (6.1) and (6.6). Thus

,['): "Í'/ +u[?: expz,(ú* I * ]>+expw(tf i- å¡ (6.7)

The stresses a,re given by

olil lô"5") (6.8 )
(:
tlÀ

0r¡

so that the stress 
"[f) 

oo øz : 0 is

ol\t :(# - $) *or,ø(ú * * ll * (+. $)*or,,r(t + 3¡1

This stress will be zero for all time t if

(6.e)

(6.10)c\: ct

r (1)

^21

and

C1
+
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This equation serves to provideclrinterms of the known quantities c2, c¡, Àtl1)

and À[rr). Note that if equation (6.6) is substituted into equation (6.2) then since

it represents a solution to equation (6.2) it follows that

ÀÍi) ,^Í'/ * À['/ : ror (6.1s)4- "rcr-4:-P
and if equation (6.12) is used to substitute for 7lclrh (6.13), and then into equation

(6.5), so that equabion (6.12) ensures equation (6.6) is a solution to (6.2) on the

assumption that (6.1) is also a solution to (6.2).

Let c1 - P'lsin(7p) and c', : 0'lcos(7p) where 7p is the angle of reflection (see

Figure 6.2), then

or

r¡¡aves.

11
---J-cL cz I

2^,t)

M (6.12)

tan(fn) : t:
ttn(zr)

(6.14)
l+2 t"n(Z¡) .

and once 7n has been determined from this equation the wave speed B' of. the

reflected wave may be readily determined from the equatio\L P' : cr sin(7n).

To include the influence of a different anisotropic material in region 2 let the

displacement in region I be given by equation (6.3) with

u(r) :"[t)+"f) (6.15)

where u$) denotes the displacement obtained from (6.7) whil" "rt) denotes the

displacement due to diffracted waves. The displacement in region 2 is given by

(6.3) with u(21 - uÍ2) denoting the displacement associated with the refracted

,\

In order to find uf) and uÍ2), it is convenient to obtain an integral equation

solution of equation (6.a). To derive the integral equation, firstly consider the
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inhomogeneous equation associated with (6.4). That is:

^l?W+ 
p@trzuto) - å(o)(r t,xz) (6.16)

where ¿(")(o1,o2) is a given function. Any two solutions y(o) -r¿ y(o) o¡ (6.16)

a¡e related by the integral equation

1,,{^t?ffn;t/@) - 
^l?Tn,u@t)ds 

-- lnço[T'rt"t - túitutù)du (6.12)

where O is the region under consideration a¡rd O has a boundary ôO with an

outward pointing normal n - (n1,,n2). Also å[i) and å[i) denote the right hand

side of (6.16) corresponding to the solutions U(") and V(') respectively.

Now suppor" å{î) : ó(x - *o) where ó denotes the Dirac delta function, x :

(rr,rr) a^nd xs = (4,ö) where x € O and xo € Q. Then ¡¡,r(")(o,ö) : y(o),

equation (6.17) provides

,u@)(a,Ð : lrnl^lf'Tn;r1@t - ^lffin,v@tfds 
(6.18)

where C is a constant such that C : L if (c,ä) e A and if (o,ä) e ôQ then

0 < C ( 1. Also tr/(") satisfies the equation

^f?# * p@)rzr(") - ó(* - *o). (0.1e)

To obtain a solution to (6.19) it is helpful to proceed as follows:

Lel zþl = or * rþ)xz a¡rd t(") = xt*rþ)xz where r(") is the complex root with

positive imagina^ry part of the quadratic

rÍî)+ zs\|)rt"t +x\7)1rt"))':0 (6.20)

and the bar denotes the conjugate of a complex number.

Then (6.19) transforms to

2tÀÍî) + f[;)1tt"t + r(")) a r(')7(')¡(o)1
6zy(øl

Q2@)Q¿@
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Let zþl = á[") + úf,Ì , zþ) - ¿Í") - aó[") and r(") : ;(a) -ru ¿i(") wher" åÍ"),

if,l, iÞl ¿s¿ ;(o) a¡e real numbers. Then

¿[") - q ¡ i@lsz a¡rd if,) : iþlxz. (6.22)

Use of (6.22) in (6.21) provides

azv@) 6zy(al

# +# ¡t¿@)'y(o): ¡¡(")61* - *o) (6.2s)

where

,(.,r2 - . ,=, .. -, 
,r' o'"' (6.24)- )[î) + À[!)1rf't I =raì\ ' -r-ì=r-ìr(a)

and

¿'(a) - 
2¿L - ÀÍî) +Àli)1rt"l+r(")) ¡yl-t¡i,lS\\)

(6.25)

(6.26)

A solution to (6.23) may be written in the form

y@t - f,Xr"t 
ntzt(ø(")R(")¡ ¡

where IIj') d"notes the Hankel function of the second kind and order zero and

¡(c) - (0(') - ¿{")¡z + (¿t") - å{")¡2, (6.27)

where ¿(a) - a¡i@)6 and å(") - 6;@l so that

¿(a) - (rt + iþ)xz-a-+þ)b)2 t(a2ï@t -bîþ\)2. (6.28)

Hence the integral equation is given by (6.18) with the fundamental solutio¡r y(o)

given by (6.26).

Now a^ny solution to (6.19) may be used in the integral equation (6.18).

Here it is convenient to choose a solution to (6.19) which gives rise to the term

S$lçaVøl l0r¡) equaling zero on rz = 0. Then since ø32 = X\i\çau{") f ôx¡) will be

taken to be zero on 12:0,, it follows that the integral along the boundat! 12:Q
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in (6.18) will be zeto. By image considerations it may be seen that a suitable choice

of solution to (6.19) is

y (") - ilx 
øt n [') 1a(") ¿1" I ¡ ¡ y(at ¡¡Q) 1ø("1 E{"r ¡], (6.2e)

(6.33)

where

¿( (rt + iþ)xz-a-ib)þ)z t(x2ï@l -ln@))z (6.30)

and

R( (r' + iþ)xz-a-iþ)b)z I(x2ïb) +bîþ))2. (6.31)

Since the integral around the boundary at infinity is zero (see Appendix A),

by applying equation (6.18) to region 1 with the Green's function (6.29) it is only

necessary to integrate over the material interface between regions 1 and 2 to de-

scribe "tt). ttr" integration along the Oø1 axis is zero so the only contribution is

obtained from the interface. Similarly in region 2 it is necessary to integrate only

on the interface between regions 1 and 2 to describe u[2). The boundary conditions

over the interface a¡e the continuity of stress and displacement so that,

uG) - u(21 (6.32)

and ( Àfi)e,'P + ÀÍl) #)",+ (Àti)q# + xf)ff)",

( Àfi)?P + 
^\'z,\aõ"::),, 

+ (Àfi)# ¡ s,')ffi)nz

The conditions (6.32) and (6.33) .* be used in conjunction with equation

(6.18), to solve for the displacement and stress over the interface and the displace-

ment along the traction free surface rz : 0. Once this has been done, equation

(6.18) gives the value o¡ r(o)(ø, ó) at all points (a,b) in the half-space 12 t 0.

d

d
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6.4 Numerical results

Suppose, region 2 (Figure 6.1) is defined by r? * ,? < I with ø2 ) 0, the

material in region I has the elastic moduli Àj¡l) and density p(1) and the material

in region 2 has the elastic moduli Àjl) and density p(z).

The material properties can be written as dimensionless quantities in the form

ili ÀÍ;)
îiI
^ll

p(2)

ñ

(6.34)

(6.38)

(6.3e)

and

p- (6.35)

The ratio of the diameter 2d of, the alluvial valley to the wavelength A of the

incident wave is denoted by 4 so that

2d?: T. (6.36)

Let T be the duration of time for the initial wave to travel a distance of one

wavelength Â, so that

,_ L't'- 
N (6.37)

or from equation (6.1) as

2tc

u

Use of (6.36), (6.37) a.nd (6.38) provides

r¡.rBÍ)
a

All length mea¡¡urements are made dimensionless by referring lengths to the

valley's radius d. So

ttlttt2,\: i and ,'r: î. (6.40)
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Using thes€ dimensionless quantities, equation (6.18) becomes

,u@t(a,Ð = Irrt\9ffin;r1k) - ^lT'Wn,vr't)ds 
(6.41)

where

i (o)
;(o) - -^t2i(")'

^22

(6.42)

Ji( (ri + i@l¡| - a' - +þlU)2 I (a'rî("1 - Uî@l¡2, (6.43)

R (r\ i |@ls| - a' - iþl?)2 * (x'rï("| * Uî@l¡2, (6.44)

y(a) 2
(6.45)- (iÍî) + z\\ït*r a ([i{o)]z + [i{")]z¡i$r j'

[attr;z - kqþtnp$lr, (6.46)

[a{zr1z - k(zt p1ttqpl.r\2, (6.47)

[øt'11' = i[1) sin2 7¡ + 2iÍ? sinT¡cosï + iÍl cosz 1¡, (6.48)

y @t - il*øt n¿')1a{")¿(") ¡ ¡ y(") ¡¡(zl 1¿t"lñ(") ¡],

d

(o)

I

(6.4e)

Å[i)
i (")
^22

( )') (6.50)

and

¡i(")¡z -
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The displacement ,r(o)(c, ô) has arnplitude ¡ which is the ratio of the displace-

ment to the amplitude of the initial incident or.rru ,[o).

Since the initial incident wave has amplitude unity it follows that the displace-

ment can be written as

,r(a) - yexp(zS). (6.51)

In the numerical calculations, values of the displacement amplitude ¡ were

obtained on the surface x'z = 0, which is the place of interest in most considerations

concerning earthquakes. The amplitude ¡ is a function of the parameters \,, p, 1r,

and the moduli iirl).

If the material in either region 1 or region 2 is transversely isotropic and the øi

and øi axes are the axes of symmetry for the material with the ca axis normal to

the transverse plane, then using the transformation law for Cartesian tensors

ij,:) - p,^p¡*\li) 1o.rz¡

where ii{"), iiÍ") *r¿ ii[") : 0 are the elastic moduli referred to the Oxixi frame

and

(n;,¡)
cos(O sin(o
- sin(O cos(o (6.53)

where ( is the angle between the ri axis and the ø¡ æ<is (Figure 6.3)

The numerical procedure used to solve the boundary integral equation (6.18)

v/a¡¡ a sta¡¡da¡d procedure used for equations of this type (see Clements [a1]). The

interface boundary between regions 1 and 2 was divided into 80 equal segments

and the unknowns in (6.18) assumed to be constant over each segment. Equation

(6.18) was thus reduced to a system of linea¡ algebraic equations for the values of

the unknown r¡ariables on each segment. Once this system was solved,, equation
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(6.18) was used to determine the displacement on the line az = 0. Results for the

case when both regions I a.nd 2 are isotropic compared favourably with the results

published in Sanchez-Sesma and Esquivel [127]. Further results for the isotropic

case compared well with r¡alues calculated by the method published in Trifunac's

paper [144].

The numerical solutions displayed in Figures 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 are for

the case when region 1 is an isotropic material with iÍl) : 1 itt) : 1, iÍt) : O

and p :213. For Figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 region 2 ha^s the param"terc ii{2) - I16,

\îf) : Iß, 
^i\'z) 

= 0 and ? : 1.0. Calculations \¡Íere carried out for the angles

( : 0o, 15o, 30o, 45o,60o,75'and 90'. In Figure 6.4, ^lt: 60o, while in Figure

6.5, it : 30' and in Figure 6.6, ''lr : 0o. These Figures illustrate the effect of

a.nisotropy in the alluvial valley on the surface displacements.

The results show how anisotropy effects the location of the largest displacement

amplitude. For example it is clea¡ from Figure 6.6 that wheri ( : 0o and 90o the

displacement is symmetric about a\ : 0 but when 0 < C < 90 the maximum

displacement lies in the region -2 < ri < 0.

Results shown in Figure 6.7 are for the sarne parameters as Figure 6.4 with

7r : 60' but with the semi-circular geometry in region 2 replaced by a rectangle

with length 2d along the o1 axis and depth d on the ø2 axis.

Figure 6.8 shows results obtained using the same parameters as in Figure 6.4

but with e :76o and rl :0.1,0.5,1.0,1.5,2.0. The results show that in this case, the

number of peaks a.nd troughs in the displacement amplitude varied significantly for

different wavelengths.

In Figure 6.9, anisotropy was introduced to the surrounding materiai in region

1. The alluvial valley had the sarne parameters as for Figure 6.7 but the outside
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material had the elastic moduli iiÍt) : 116, 

^;f) 
= 713 and ? : 1.0. The angle (

was va¡ied in steps of 15o and the results showed that the angle ( for region t had

little effect on the displacement amplitude on the surface in region 2.

6.5 Conclusion

A Bounda¡y Element Method for the scattering and difiraction of Sfr waves

by anisotropic alluvial valleys with an arbitrary cross section has been constructed

in this paper by the use of the fundamental solution given in equation (6.29).

The use of equation (6.18) allows the surface displacement to be calculated. The

method includes previously obtained methods a.s special ca^ses. For these cases the

numerical results compared well with those given by Trifunac's method and by

Sanchez-Sesma and Esquivel [127].

For the materials considered in numerical exa^rnples the results showed that

anisotropy in the valley has a significant effect on the amplitude of the surface

displacement.
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CHAPTER 7

Þ-O-<
SURFACE DISPLACEMENTS IN AN

INHOMOGENEOUS ALLUVIAL VALLEY

UNDER INCIDENT PLAI{AR ,.9TI WAVES

7.L Introduction

A major concern of engineering seismology is to understand and explain vibra-

tional properties of the soil excited by near earthqua^kes. Local topography and

soil cha¡acteristics have been suggested as having a major effect on the amplitude

of incident seismic waves (Wong and Trifunac [160]). Trifunac laal suggested

alluvial deposits, often irregular in geometry may significantly a"ffect amplitudes.

Often these deposits form an alluvial valley; which can have the soil characteristics

change across the valley as well as with depth. Since many cities and towns are

founded on alluvial valleys, it is important for engineers who design earthquake

resistant structures to study the mechanisms of these amplification effects. The

purpose of this chapter is to show the effect of some of the phenomena associated

with twodimensional wave interference in a valley with varying soil characteristics.

M.tty observed properties of the ground amplification of seismic waves have

been explained by a simple method which modelled the alluvial valley as a series

of horizontally stratified surface layers overlying a half-space (N.A.Haskei [69]).

However for irregular topographies, the problem must be studied as a spatial phe-

nomenon. The simplest models which yield significant information in this area are

two-dimensional. These models do not use P and 5Il waves but only ^9.t waves so
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the effect of coupling with waves of other types can be excluded. Models of this

type have been studied by many authors and highlight the basic features of the

problem (Aki and Larner [2], Trifunac [144], [145], Boore [28], Bouchon [30],'Wong

and Trifunac [160]).

A useful tool for obtaining numerical solutions to these type of problems is the

integral equation. Sanchez-Sesma and Esquivel [127] used this tool in a boundary

integral technique to consider ground motion on homogeneous alluvial'r'alleys under

incident planar S.E-waves.

Alluvial valleys though, have soil properties that change across the valley as

well as with depth. This chapter uses integral equation formulations to consider

the case of an inhomogeneous valley under incident planar 5ã waves in which

the inhomogeneity varies in one coordinate only and in which the density varies

according to the sarne function as the shear modulus.
f,

7.2 Statement Of The Problem

Referring to a Ca¡tesian frame Oxlx2as consider an isotropic elastic half-space

occupying the region a2 ) 0. The half-space is divided into two regions, (see Figure

7.1); the first of these is the outer region which contains a homogeneous isotropic

material while the second region contains an inhomogeneous isotropic material rvith

a shear modulus that r¡aries in one direction only. The materials are assumed to

adhere rigidly to each other so that the displacement and stress are continuous

across the interface. Also it is assumed that the geometry of the two regions do

not w,ry in the Oøg direction and that the boundary rz = 0 is traction free.

A horizontally polarised S.t ïvave propagates towards the surface of the elastic

half-space. This is in the form of a plane wave with unit amplitude and it gives
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rise to a displacement field

"5'/: exp,-(t+!+2) (7.1)¡\c1c2'

where ø is the circula¡ frequency, c1 and c2 ãte constants, ulf d"n"tes the dis-

placement in the Ocs direction in the region 1 (see Figure 7.1). The problem is to

determine the displacements associated with the reflected, diffracted and refracted

\¡¡aves.

7.3 'Wave Propagation In The Mediums

Since the incident wave is of the form (7.1) and the geometry does not vary

in the Oø3 direction, a solution to the problem can be obtained in terms of plane

polarised 5.8 waves. For such rryaves the only non-zero displacement in this case is

u3 arìd the only non-zero stresses .t. o{!), ol\), o\?l 
",na "[!) 

which must satisfy the

equation of motion for antiplane elastic deformations of isotropic materials. That
f

rs:
a"\il , a"Lî) (,,tr ., ô'r5")
6+Ë:P\")(at'")È 

foro:L'2 (7'2)

where 
"{å), "Íå), 

p(1) a¡rd u[r) denote the a^ntiplane stresses, the density and the

displacement in region 1. Similarly "\?, "l?1, 
p(2) and,r[2) d"tote the antiplane

stresses, the density arrd the displacement in region 2. The stress-displacement

relations are

o{ã) = Fþt(rr,,rr)
ô"fl
ôat

o"f)

for a : 1,2, (7 3)

olil - rr(")(*t,*r) for a : 1,2, (i.4)
0sz

where U(t)(or,ø2) a^nd UQI(a¡c2) denote the shea¡ moduli in regions 1 and 2 re-

spectivel¡ and where t denotes time. Substitutiou of (7.3) and (7.a) into (7.2)

yields

* fr'"'r 
x,,ûz)#] . *[r'''{',,'ù #l = r'''1',,',) # (7 5)
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In view of the form of the incident plane wave (7.1), a solution to (7.2) is sought

in which the displacement has a time dependence of the form exp(ruú) so that

,[")(", , xz,t) - u(")(cr, ø2) exp(zarú).

Equation (7.6) provides a solution to (7.5) ¡f ¿(a) satisfies the equation

*^lr'"'rrt1t2) #l- *[u'"'{", ,,ù Hl * o'"'{', ,x2)uzu.t - s Q.7)

(i.6)

(7.e)

for a : Lr2.

7.3.L 'Wave Propagation in Region 1

The material in region 1 is isotropic and homogeneous so that the shear modulus

/r(1) a¡rd density p(l) *e constant. Therefore the equation of motion becomes

ur,'#l' * ,r,a#T + plt,z,tL) :0. (7.8)

Suppose the incident wave (7.1) has an angle of inciden ce ^lt(Figure 7.2). Then

ø : BOI f sin 7¡ and c2 : PØ lcos 7r where É(t) is a consta¡rt. Now 
"5t/ 

* given by

(7.1) must satisfy equation (7.8) so that [Étrl]' = r{tl¡O(1) where,6(t) i, the wave

velocity of the incident $'ave.

In order to satisfy the traction free surface condition oÍL 12 - 0 in region 1, it

is convenient to introduce a reflected wave in the for

It lct+:-:
c1 c2"5tì 

: 
"*p,, ( )

The displacement 
"[t) 

ir, the half-space is now given by the sum of the displace-

ments given by (7.1) and (7.9). That is

u5') :,t'/ + r['ì : expzø(ú * T * i¡ *expzc..,(ú * !", - T) (2.10)
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ln addition to the displacement given by (7.10) there will also be displacements

in regiou I due to refracted waves from the interface between regions 1 and 2. If

this displacement is denoted ¡V 
"[tJ 

then the total displacement in region 1 is u[t)

where

,5') : 
"5'/ 

+ 
"5'ì 

+ "5'/. (2.11)

If u[t/(o1 ,cz,t) : u$)(rr, ø2) exp (zøú) then u$) will need to satisfy the equation

(7.r2)

An expression for u$) will be obtained subsequently (see equation (7.26))

7.3.2 'Wave Propagation in Region 2

In region 2 there are no other \¡¡aves except for the wave refracted from the interface.

Thus the displacement in region 2 is given by (7.7) with u(2) - ul'l denoting the

displacement associated with the refracted waves.

AIso in region 2 the shear modulus varies with respect to one Cartesian coor-

dinate ø', where the coordinate frame Ox'tx', is obtained from Oxp2 by a simple

rotation through an a^ngle ( (.* Figure 7.3). Thus referred to the Ox\x', frame the

equation of motion for region 2 may be written in the form

ftlrør,'rffil. &[uto",'t H)+ p(ot7x',)uzuet - 0. (7.1s)

7.4 Integral Solution To The Equation Of Motion

In order to find ,$) u.rrd utzl, it is convenient to obtain an integral equation

solution of an equation similar to equation (7.13) and equation (7.8) say,

filrør,)#1. *[r(")(,, rH]+ p(o)7x,)u.r2u(o) - 0. (7.14)

,u,u#ï,' * ,u,a#l + pl),zul) :0.
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This ia the sa¡ne equation as equation (a.6) which has a¡r integral equation for

the surface only which is equation (4.62) with /' defined by equation (a.53). This

integral equation can be used to give a solution for u(") which in turn gi.res ,f)

by equation (7.6). However u(") and /'must satisfy equation (4.6), furthermore /'
represents a diverging or converging wave depending on the requirement of u(o).

Equation (4.53) is equation (a.37) with

Fo(r, y): -!nn['tçrir¡, (7.15)

where , : l(, - o)2 + (y - b)')i. As (c, y) goes to (ø, ö)

f, - -ïrt'\çr*r¡, (2.16)

a¡rd thus substituting into equation (7.6) yields

óL: -in[')çv|r¡ x exp (rut). (T.17)

This is a converging wave (see appendix B) but z$) and u!z) are required to diverge

from the point (o, ö). As shown in Appendix B, the diverging'wave is

óL : in[') çri ,¡ x exp (zut) ,, ( Z. 1 8 )

where äá') ir the Hankel function of the second kind.

By making

Fo(ø,ù:-in[')P*r¡, (7.1e)

and using the same argument as in chapter 4, section 4.5, the integral equation

required for equation (7.14) is

'u@)(a,'l 
: ;,ftF lunu",,)'"' l# ó' -#ut")] a', Q'20)

where C : T if A0 has a continuously turning tangent, the point (a, å) is on the

boundary ôQ and

ó' : ilr@,{,,)1-l{n.øÁ't (,r,)- å ffi 1," 1,,- ¿)n-rm('t (,\,') at
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+f lr"1rt)D pz^(x2)
n=l rn=l

"/2

lun"u.t{rr)l

(tt - a)@-z^l
(n - 2m)l

æ
(7.2r)

where r'(t\ : lQ - ")' * (r, - å)']
!
2

1 v

I,pz^(y) - - tf" sin({v(v - w))çzø-¡(w)dwfor rn ) 1, (7.22)

and

(7.23)

where i : (, - b)'. The term ôS' l)n represents the derivative of /' in the

direction normal to the surface at (x1,a2).

Knowing the integral equation to (7.14) is (7.20), then the integral equation to

(7.13) is

cuft@,t¡ -
where

hslp,t2\(a)li
(7.24)

çz(ù : -#/',io (fr(v - to))riz) P*4aw

1 0ul2l

0n
y(zt-#,ztfa"

y(z) - ilut 
tt,)l-å{r,,r{'r (,r,). å ffi 1""'{,,- r)n-r n[Ð (,i,') at

.å h^@',)f,,v,^{*')ffi\, (2.2b)

where rt(t) - lQ - o)' + @|- ô)']+ anð' v - p?)r2lp(z). In region 2 though, afier

the transformation of coordinates from r to r', the integration for equation (7.24)

is over the entire boundary of region 2 @A2) a¡rd the stress orr t2: 0 is set to zero

as a bounda,ry condition.

Equation (7.24) describes a relationship between stress due to the refracted

wave and the displacement due to the refracted wave in region 2.

In region 1, where Í¿(l) is a constant, the integral equation corresponding to

equation (7.8) is

cu$tþ,b): lun,u('t{,,, [# v(rt-#"$'] , e26)
1

tze[¡r{r)(c)]}
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where

y(r)(or, tz) : 
f,n['t çoi r¡, (7.27)

for 19 : p!l.¡2 /p(11 and r : (rt - a)2+(rr-b)'.

Here, it is convenient to choose V(l) in such a way that the term 6y(r) lÔxz

becomes zero on rz:0.

A better choice of y(r) would make use of the boundary condition that o[lrl :

p\(AuQ l0a2) is zero on rz : 0. The choice of y(r) would have the tetm 7V(r\ l0r,
become zero on rz : 0. Then the integral along the boundæy tz: 0 in (7.26)

would be zero. By image considerations it may be seen that a suitable choice of

the function V(r) is

y(tt - i¡n[rtçoir) + njr)1trår¡1 (7.28)4',\
where

t- (", - a)2 +(rr-b)' (7.2e)

and

r (rr-o)2+(rr+b)' (7.30)

Therefore, the function I/(1) provided by equation (7.28) is a better choice for

V(1) in equation (7.26) and is used. Since the contribution to the integral of the

boundary at infinity is zero (see Appendix A), the only integration in region 1

which is necessary, is on the interface between regions 1 and 2 for equation (7.26).

Equation (7.26) provides a relationship between stress and displacement in region

The boundary conditions on the interface are the continuity of stress ancl the

continuity of displacement across the interface which can be written as,

uol _ uQ)

1
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and

(7.32)

A system of equations can be developed by using the boundary conditions (7.31)

and (7.32), the conditions that stress is zero orL ¡.2: 0 and equations (7.24) and

(7.26). This system of equations can be solved for displacement and stress for the

problem on the surfaces of regions 1 and 2 only.

7.5 Numerical Example and Procedure

For an example, consider region 2 (Fig 7.1) as being defined by *? + x| < t2

with o2 ) 0, the material in region t has the shear modulus p(1) and density p(t)

and the material in region 2 has the elastic modulus ,Ql(a'1) : (ooi a ¿')2 and

density O(z)@\) - n(oæ\ * ,)'.

In this example, the interest lies in the displacement amp[itude on the surface

îz :0. The initial incident wave has amplitude unity. The subsequent displace-

ment is now taken in the form

,(o) : yexpþ,$), (7.33)

where ¡ is the displacement amplitude and / is the phase a.ngle. So the numerical

results plotted a¡e of ¡ against c1.

Let the incident wave have a wavelength I so that the ratio of the diameter 2(,

of the alluvial valley to the wavelength À of the incident wave is denoted by

2Ln: T' (7.34)

Let T be the duration of time for the initial wave to travel a distance of one

,otçWn, * #rr¡ : ¡t4t(a1 cos ( * øz sinO(
AuQ)

nt * 
-nz),
orz

Au?l

6

wavelength À so that
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or from equation (7.1) a^s

2r
u

Use of (7.30), (7.35) and (7.36) provides

nrpÍt
t.l 

- 

-

¿
(7.37)

All length meaÉ¡urements are made dimensionless by dividing the lengths by the

valley's radius /. Thus
û¡.12,:1 and a:1. (7.38)

The material properties can be written as dimensionless quantities in the form

,(z)(x,)
tt@') :uu

and

p(r'): Oet(x,)T
Hence

(7.41)

(7.36)

(7.44)

(7.3e)

(7.40)

(7.42)

(7.43)

t

U

a(,
t-,

I pt't
U

@
and, by letting p = kF

grves

. Kp1l Í

'c- rÐ:I
B0)
p(,-,\

2

Using these dimensionless quantities and substituting them into equation (7.20)

cug\@,,u): Iun,l#,g)- #vr,r] a,,

cul2\(a,r) : oft lun,u@)l# v'et - #,Í'rl a,,

and
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where

yi,) = ilnfip*'¡ + ri')1,i1'¡], (7.46)

v'Qt : f,{^r'+ o)-rø{2)(ri*r'¡¡, (7.47)

,g = (rto)', (7.48)

ù: icú, (7.4s)

(r-o)r*@-b)r, (7.50)I-

r (r-o)'*@*b)2, (7.51)

r' -- (xt-a¡z*(y'-b)2, (7.52)

where x' : a\ld and y' : a'zld.

The numerical procedure used is a siandard boundary element method (see

Clements [41]). The interfacial boundary between regions 1 and 2 was divided

into 80 equal length segments and the unknown variables in equations (7.24) and
¡

(7.26), (?ul0n a^nd u) were taken to be constant over each segment. Similarly the

boundary U :0 of region 2 was divided into 80 segments and using the boundary

and interface conditions, a system of 400 linear algebraic equations were obtained

and solved.

The displacement amplitudes for the line segmeat y : 0, -2 < r < 2 were

calculated from the solution of the system of linear equations.

The first numerical results were for the case when region 2 was taken to be

homogeneous. This special case provided results which compared favourably with

those obtained previously by Sanchez-Sesma and Esquivel [127] for the same prob-

lem.
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7.6 Numerical Results

The amplitude ¡ is a^ffected by many parameters such N p, lt, jr, à, v, r¡, Ç and

rc. Even the geometry of the valley and the location of the place of measurement

has an effect on X. From previous literature such as Sanchez-Sesma and Esquivel

[127] and Trifunac [144] which use a homogeneous semicircular valley, the values for

the homogeneous parameters which were commonly used, wete p :213, p - l16,

? :0.5 *d 7r :60o.

Therefore the incident wave parameters ïvere set at jt : 60 and 4 : 0.5.

The pa,rameters u and rc of the alluvial valley were set so that p(0) : 213 and

p(0) : 1/6. This means that the parameter ú which is the square root of ¡r(0) is

u - 0.40825 and since the wave velocity of the medium does not vary in the valley,

the square of the ratio of the wave velocities rc (equation (7.a3)) is a invariant

parameter and therefore ic: 4.

The emphasis of this chapter though, is on the effects of the parameters a and

( (which govern the inhomogeneity of the alluvial v'alley) on the amplitude ¡. The

term o is the pare¡neter determines the rate of change of density and the elastic

modulus of the alluvial valley. ( determines the direction in which the density and

elastic modulus increases.

By ta,king the maximum density in the alluvial valley to be p(1) : 213,516,I

and716, then a = 0.0, 0.04819, 0.0917 and 0.13181 respectively. Of course the first

value represents a homogeneous case while the last two rtalues makes the material

in some places inside the valley, denser than the surrounding material. Usually the

material inside the valley is less dense and is filled with alluvial materials.

The alluvial material at the base of the valley is usually compressed by the allu-

vium above it so the density and elastic modulus increase with depth; consequently
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a description of the situation can be obtained by setting ( : 90'.

Results for the above parameters were calculated and a graph of ¡ vs ø u/as

plotted (see Figure 7.4).

If the alluvial rralley had a density and elastic modulus va^rying across the valley

(( : 0") instead of varying with respect to depth, with the remaining parameters

unchanged, then the results would be as shown in Figure 7.5. In this diagram a

significant variation in the maximum amplitude occurs.

However, for the above two cases the values of ¿i are small and a change of

parameters is required to make ó larger and the model realistic, so that the density

inside the valley is not denser than ihe surrounding material.

Therefore by setting u : (0.462)i,, lr:60o, k = 514 and rl : 1.0 the results

which followed were obtained for various r¡alues of a and (.

In Figure 7.6, the displacement amplitudes ¡ vs o were plotted for fixed ( : 60'

and <i was varied from 0.0 to 0.4 in steps of 0.1. This shows that the maximum

amplitude is significa^ntly affected by ô. Figure 7.7 shows this more clea^rly with a

different view.

In Figrue 7.8, the displacement amplitudes ¡ vs o were plotted for fixed ( : 90'

and ô was rraried from 0.0 to 0.4 in steps of 0.1. The setting of ( : 90o means that

density and the elastic modulus vary with depth only. The effect on the maximum

amplitude is not as great in this case as shown previously in Figure 7.7.

Figure 7.9 shows X vs o for ( varying from 0o to 360o with fixed ¿! = 0.0 and

the other parameters remained the same as for Figure 7.6. These results show no

affect by ( on X a^r¡ expected. The maximum amplitude is 4.1623
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Similarly Figure 7.10 shows X vs ø for ( varying from 0o to 360o in steps of

30', with fixed ô :0.1. For this Figure the ma:<imlm amplitude which is 5.0985,

occursat(-30".

Figure 7.11 shows X vs t, for ( r"arying from 0o to 360o in steps of 30' with fixed

á : 0.3. This Figure shows that once again the ma:<imum amplitude occurs at

( :30o and has a value of 7.2615.

The other noticeable feature from Figures 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11 is the variation

of the value of the largest displacement amplitude ¡ for each ( at x æ -0.6. In

comparing Figures 7.9,7.70 and 7.11 the fluctuations of this feature increases as ¿!

increases. These Figures show some of the effects of ô and ( on the ground motion

aty-0.

7.7 Conclusion

A Boundary Element Method for the scattering and diffraction of 5Il waves by

inhomogeneous alluvial valleys with an arbitrary cross section has been constructed

in this chapter by using the solution given in equation (7.25). The use of equation

(7.24) allows the surface displacement to be calculated. The method includes

previously obtained results as special cases. For these cases the numerical results

compare well with those given by Sanchez-Sesma and Esquivel [9].

For the materials considered in numerical examples the results show that the

inhomogeneity ca^n cause considerable magnification effects on the magnitude of

the maximum amplitude of the surface displacement in the valley.
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Appendix A

The Potential contribution from a circle at infinity

This a.rgument is similar to the proof presented in G.Bigg's [23] thesis for the

exterior potential from infinity.

It is important in the use of boundary integral techniques which have a bound-

ary at infinity that the integration on the boundary can be taken to be zeîo ot a,

fixed constant. As all solutions involving waves should obey Sommerfield's radia-

tion condition then the proof shows that the integral at infinity is zero as needed

in pages 82 a¡rd 105 where i : k. The proof is for an outer boundary at infinity

being a circle rather than a semi-circle but the proof does hold for any arc of a

circle at infinity.

Theorem : The contribution to the exterior scattered potentiai /",
from the circle at infinitg C, is zero
(å Sommerfield's radiation condition holds.

but /, I G and d" and G obey the same boundary conditions so

[ rc% - ó"T\¿t -oJc' On On'

*trå{/,'" G# - o,fflxrae\:o

-tjå{l'" &r¡ï ç {ç¡ù* l# -,k ó "l)

-(frr¡i¿"{(*r¡å t# - ,r,cl)ae\ = o

*rim [{r") 
; c{&,)ï l# -,kó"])

-&r¡ï6,7ftr¡ïl# -,rc])l : o

<+ *ri- {{r') rlþ -,kö"1} : o,

Proof

<+

<+

<+

which is Sommerfield's radiation condition.
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Appendix B

Converging and diverging waves at infinity

The Green's function used in boundary integral equations, sometimes have other

properties than just that required to be a fundamental solution. Generally, if the

Green's function has these properties and the bounda,ry conditions have the same

properties, the numerical solution produced by the boundary integral equation rvill

have the sarne properties.

For the cases in this thesis where there is a boundary at infinity, the numerical

solution must be a diverging wave at infinity, the Green's function chosen at infinity

must be a diverging \4¡ave.

The following expla^nation is similar to Achenbach's [4] explanation on Harmonic

ïvaves at infinity which shows the choice of Green's function from the equation of

motion.

Using the xyz coordinate system the equation of motion for an antiplane shear

motion in a homogeneous space is

02u -ã2u I02u
Ar" - U,rr: "ræ, 

(B'1)

where u(a,yrú) is the displacement in the z-direction and c is the wave speed.

Equation (8.1) can be written in cylindrical coordinates, since the material is

homogeneous and thus has axial symmetry. Therefore u must satisfy

ô2u I7u L 02u

- 

_l_

ôr2' r0r- c2ôt2'

x2 * A2.

(B,2)

where

Lzl

(8.3)



Two types of general solutions can be considered for harmonic waves, either

u(r,t) - d(l)(r) exp zwt (8.4)

u(r,t) - ö(zl(g)exp -zut (B 5)

depending on the boundary conditions of the problem.

or

Substituting either (8.4) or (8.5) into equation (8.2) yields

ry+!ry*rc26*o-0,clr' r dr

where le :ulc anda:t,,2,

(8.ô)

(8.7)

The Green's function for the integral equation of (8.6) is

6{")þ) - ¡("t g0)1tr¡ + Bþ) H[") (kr),

where øjt)1tr¡ ana fj2)1tr) are the first and second Hankel functions respectively.

Thus, u(r,t) can be written as

u(r,t)- ¿(t)exp(ruú)Iljt)(fr) + B(r)exp(za.'ú)äj'\Utù (8.8)

or as

u(r,t) - ¡(z) exp (-za.'ú)Aj')1fr¡ + BQI exp (-eøú) n['tçt'r¡ (8.9)

depending on the Harmonic wave pursued

The nature of the wave motions represented by the two terms in (8.9) and (8.8)

becomes evident by inspecting the asymptotic representations for large r,'alues of

,tr. In Ambromitz and Stegan [1] the following asymptotic representations can be

found:

ri')1tr; - (h)å 
"*o 

a(kr - r/4) aÍ¡ frr + oo (8.1b)

n[z'ç*r¡ - (#)å 
"*o -{kr - ol4) aÉ¡ frr -, oo. (8.11)
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Substituting the asymptotic representations (8.10) and (B.11) into equation

(8.8) yields

u(r,ú) : (#)å(r,"expe(cu(ú * rlc) - Í14)+ B(r) expz(ø(ú - rlc) + r lg)
(8.12)

as frr 
- 

oo.

The first term in (8.12) represents a lvave converging towards r : 0, while the

second term represents a r¡¡ave diverging from r : 0. Similarly by substituting

the asymptotic representations (B.10) and (8.11) into (8.9) shows the first term

represents a diverging ïvave and the second term a converging wave.

In this thesis all applications are concerned with diverging waves at infinity, so

depending on the boundary conditions, or the Harmonic wave solution sought, the

Green's function used is

u(r,t) - BQl ¡7Q)(kr) exp (æ.rt) (8.13)

or

u(r, t) : ¡(z) ¡701(kr) exp (-zut). (8.14)

The constants B(l) and .4(2) are constants obtained from the applications.
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Appendix C

Some particular c¿ßes of a varying

Impedance from Chapter 3

This appendix shows the procedures involved to calculate the response of the

surface displacement W(0, t) due to a unit pressure pulse p(O,t) - ó(ú) on the

surface of the medium. The medium for each case will vary by having a different

function for the impedance Z(r). The impedance is normalised at the surface to

unity so that

z(0) :1 (C.1)

The arbitrary function .Fe shall be considered as zero.

F's(À) = 0. (c.2)

I

The results are shown in chapter 3.

The first case is when the impedance is a consta¡rt for all r then from equations

(3.6) and (3.7) that W(r,t): p(r,ú) and hence

w(0,¿) - 6(ú) (c.3)

is the required respous€. The reler¡ant solution is simply

W(r,t) : p(r,t) - 6(t - r). (c.4)

For an impedance given by

Z(r)-(ar*L)2 (c.5)

\¡/e can use equation (3.11) to find A(r) and equation (3.15) where åo : 1 to find

the coefficients h,, .
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The coefficients a,re

Hence,

and using (3.7) and letting

yields

Therefore

a¡rd

so that

l¿o : 1, h^ :0 for m>0

W(r,t) - (ar + 1)-t[Go(t - r)l

p(r,t)-aG(p)+(cr*1) dG
d¡t

Go(p):#

(c.6)

(c.7)

(c.8)

(c.e)

(c.10)

(c.11)

(c.12)

(c.13)

p(0,r) -aG(t)-#:6Q).
Taking the Laplace Tba¡rsforms gives

G(')

and inverting yields

1

s+a

G(t;: e-"tH(t¡

Go(t) -
dG

dt
: -ae-ot H(t) + e-"tA1t¡. (c.14)

Therefore from equation(C.7)

W(r,t) : (ar + 1)-'l-ae'"þ-'tnQ - r) + ó(t - r)1. (C.15)
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It follows that when the impedance is given by equation (C.5) the displacement

velocity response W(0,ú) to the impulse p(0, ú) = ó(t) is given by

w (0,t) : -oe-" H (t) + ó(ú). (c.16)

This displacement velocity at the surface is an exponentially decaying function.

If the impedance is given by

Z(r)-(crf1)-2, (c.1i)

the coefficients of G"(p) can be calculated from equations (3.11) and (3.15) and

substituted into (3.16) a¡rd then into (3.9) to give

w(,,t) - (ar+ r)[c,(ø) + åc,(/,)]. (c,18)

Using the recurrence relation (3.14) gives

¡

ry:Go(tù, (c.le)

(c.20)

(c.21)

(c.22)

so that substitutins (C.18) into (3.7) with the recurrence relation yields

ôp
At - -(o, + 1)-' oGo(p) - (o, + 1)Gå(/¿) - "G\(p)

- (o, + 1)-'GL!')

so that

and

Hence, from the recurrence relation

p(r,t) - (o, + l)-rGo(¡r),

p(0, ú) _ 6(¿) _ Go(¿).

G,(t) - H(t)
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and thus (C.18) shows that if the impedance is given by (C.17) then the displace-

ment velocity response to the impulse (C.22) is given by

w(0,¿):6(r)+¡r(¿). (c.24)

This response is a constant velocity of unit magnitude.

Another function for the impedance could be

Z(r):(ar*1)a (c.25)

then using equations (3.11) and (3.15) to calculate the coefficients of G"(¡^r) and

substituting into equation(3.16) and then into (3.9) yield

w(,,t) - (ar+ r)-,[".,r, + åc,f¡,)] (c.26)

where

: Go(p).
¡

(c.27)

(c,28)

(c.2e)

(c.31)

Let
dG(p)

d¡t
: Gr(p)

so that (C.26) becomes

w(,,t) - (ar+ 1)-' lffi - ##l
Using equation (3.7) it is found that

0p

At
* :3o(or * 1)
OT

æG
drt'

æG

æ
dG
drt

* (ar + 1)' * 3a2 (c.30)- -z(r)

p(r,t) - (or+ 1)' ffi . (ar * rß"# + vd'z#

p(0,¿) : # + 3"# + 3a2G- 6(t).

and hence

t27

(c.32)



Ta^king the Laplace Transforms in (C.32) we obtain

G(s) - 11 111
Ls-ør --s-r2Jcr-,,

rt¡îz= i[-r Li..fq

(c.33)

(c.34)

(c.35)

where

so that

The inverse of (C.33) is

G(t) - e"tt - e"t

dG r ,rt _ xze,zt]_H(ù_ (C.g6)dt 
: 

1"" J a1- x2

and

ry : lx?e',t - ,2"'zt1 
H(t) 

+ ó(ú). (C.37)dtt - [-1" *2u t r, - ,, -

Use of (C.35)-(C.37) in (C.29) shows that if the impeda¡rce is given by (C.25) then

the displacement velocity response to the impulse is given by

W(0,t) - st(xt + o)""tt - az(az + o)""t + ó(ú). (c.38)

For a linea¡ impedance which is given by

Z(r)-dr+7 (c.3e)

and

(c.40)

can yield a displacement by letting åo = 1 and the rest of the coefficients can be
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readily calculated from (3.15) so that

h1 : -o.

h2

hs

8(1 + ar)'

9a2

128(1 * ar¡z'

-75o9
1024(1 * or¡s '

(c.41)

(c.44)

(c.45)

(c.46)

(c.47)

(c.48)

If o is sufficiently small so that terms of order a2 ca"n be ignored then, from section

3.3

w(,,t) - (ar+ 1)-å [".,r, - ffi¡c,(/,)] G.42)

where

ry:Go(p). (c.4s)

Let
dG(p)

dp,

so that (C.42) yields

W(r,t): (or + 1)-l

and

: Gr(p)

æG adG

From equation (3.7)

X:-zØ#:a#îD#.(o,+Ðr#.ffi#

dF' 8(1 + ar) dp,

and hence

Taking the Laplace Transforms in (C.48) we obtain

1

3c dG , &G 3o2
Ár,t): g(.æ d,, t (or + 1)' 

dt, - 16(";LFG

p(o,t) :#.+#* #":6(¿).

3-rt S-12
G(s):

L29

11t_
)r,-,, (c.4e)



where

The inverse of (C.49) is

ît, 12: 
ä [-r * .;/rõ] . (c.50)

(c.51)

(c.53)

(c.54)

(c.55)

This is a simila¡ equation to (C.36) a¡rd thus the displacement velocity response

to the impulse for a material with impedance given by (C.39) is

u(0,t):[u1(r1_f,)",,,-xz(xz_i)"-,]#+á(ú).(c.52)

For an impedance was given by

z(r\ :r r a'r 
-,- L+gr,

r\,, (p-oXa+39+ a|r)r¿(7/-@.,

If lz6 : 1, then it may be readily verified from (3.15) that

t__ a0-a2 _ 39 _ a2g .,_f(1 +ar)l
nr : s1o_B¡1tao'¡ - 8(1+ pr) i 4@ - d)'"1(1 + pr)l

a¡¡d that

hz= 3p2

szçt + 0r)2

3oþ'

G(ú) - (""' - ""') ,.H(t), .ît-az

. a2p , fl+or)l*q" 
- p¡r a "'¡ '" L(1 + p')l -

2a2 5þ2 +5a2 -2aB

8(o - p)(t+ 0r)

32(a-p)(L*or)
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If a and þ u" sufrciently small so that terms of order a2 can be ignored then, from

(3.12) and (3.e)

(1 + ar)
t + gr)*

W(r,t): Go(p) * h1G{¡t)

so that (C.57) becomes

Hence

Taking the Laplace Tba¡¡sforms in (C.62) we obtain

ry-Go(p)

#:G'(t')

11 1't1r_ | 

-

Ls-t, s-æ2Jrr-'.2

where

Let

(c.57)

(c.58)

(c.5e)

(c.61)

(c.62)

(c.63)

w(,,ù:ffi[#.0,#] (c60)

Substituting (C.55) into (C.60) into then into equation (3.7) and integrating yielcls

the pressure as

p(r,t): |ft * ar)*1t + gÒ*þt * ar)(1 + PÒffi

*rl*l*+*W,"[ffi],#
. ,dp - 3o2 - 2a2 Br , 3a0 + 6p2 l6oP2r , a0.rt@- 

8(1 +Átt) - 2

-+'.lffil,C

p(0,ú) - ó(t) =
æG
dtt'

, (3o + P) dG , (8o,0 - 3a2 + 60') n= 8 dtt-T"

G(s) :

1
tltt2: 

G (-t"-g+ 57a2-L22aB-9582

where
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The inverse of (C.63) is

G(¿) - (estt -e"zt) (c.65)

Substituting (C.65) into (C.60) *d allowing ¡ : 0 yields the displacement velocity

response to the impulse for the impedance given by (C.53). This displacement

velocity response is given by

w(0,Ð: P, - r[',(", *ry)e't - az(az* ?l e"'f + 6Q) (c.66)

Using the general case of the impedance as being

Z(r)=1+e/(r) (c.67)

where e is a small parameter and /(0) : 0. Then

o(')

r"G)

(c.68)

(c.70)

2

where terms of. Oþ2) have been ignored. From (3.15) a¡rd settin1 ho : 1 we obtain

1

- 22"
(c.6e)hr Í'(r)

and

n^ -- -f,n',.-r : $rt(")'(r) f or

where terms of, O(e2) have been omitted. Hence

w(r,¿) = [1 + ef (r)l*K.o{u) - }ef r(r)Gr(p) - *rrf"G)Gr(tù "' (C.71)

If the derivatives of f(x) for n ) 3 are small and ca¡r be ignored then we can have

a good approximation by retaining the first two terms and hence

u(r,t): [1 + e/(r)]-][co(r) - *rf'(r)G,(p)l (C.i2)

n)t,

L32



where

ry-Go(p).

#: G'(p)'

(c.73)

Let

owN

(c.74)

then

W(r,r)-[1 +e/(z)]-å¡
æG

@ -l'r'r,>ffi. (c.75)

0p

At

f (r) :7 - cos(rlr) (c.ie)

where q is small so that the derivatives of f(r) is small so we use the equation

(C.72) and since

/(0) : 0, /'(0) : 0, /'(0) : rt2, (C.80)

(')ry ôu
OT

- -z(r) l-å" + e/(r)l-t ,¡'G)fl# -l'r'otffi] rc z6)

-z(r)tr+e/(z)l-å l-# + þeÍ'(,)ffi - i,Í"(,r#1,
therefore

p(r,t) : å" + ef(r)l-rrÍ'(,)(# - jef'(r)G) 
I

(c.77)

-[1 + eÍ(r)t, ?# + ]eÍ,1,)# - þef,, 
(rcl,

and

p(r,t)- 6(ú) = |/'{ox, # - ,!,r'¡'ço¡c) *# - ir¡'(o¡# * þef"(o)G.
(c.78)

The Laplace Thansform would be used from here to determine G and this would

result in a velocity profile given from equation (C.75). A* an example consider
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we can use equation (C.78)

ó(t¡ - #:. i,,'" (c.81)

(c.82)

(c.83)

to find G.

Using the Laplace Tra¡rsform on equation (C.81) gives G as

G(s) =

This gives the function G a^s

Using equation (C.75) and (C.83) yields the displacement velocity response to

impedance given in equations (C.67) and (C.79) which is

w(o,r):#-ó(r) -1r,re¡,0"G,frù1. (c.84)

2H(t)

-
q \/e

r¡t
G(t¡ : [sirz( ,/Ð1.

2
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